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WETLAND ASSESSMENT ASSOCIATED WITH PHASE 3
(MZIMELA) THE KWAHLOKOHLOKO RURAL WATER
SUPPLY SCHEME IN KWAZULU-NATAL
1.

INTRODUCTION

Terratest (Pty) Ltd has been appointed by Eyethu Consulting Engineers to conduct the
required environmental related authorisations associated with Phase 3 (Mzimela) of the
KwaHlokohloko Water Supply Scheme. The authorisations that are being applied for are
limited to the Listed Activities that are enacted in terms of the National Environmental
Management Act (Act No. 107 of 1998): Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2014
(as amended) and the Water Use Authorisation in terms of the National Water Act (Act No. 36
of 1998).
As a component of the above mentioned application processes, Terratest (Pty) Ltd were
commissioned to conduct a Wetland Assessment of the proposed pipeline alignment as well
as the number of reservoir sites.
The assessment of the wetland features will make provision for the following activities:
•

•

•
•

•
1.1

Identification of any areas that meet the definition of a wetland or watercourse in
accordance with the National Environmental Management Act (Act No. 107 of 1998):
Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2014 (as amended);
Determination of the extent of each of these wetlands or watercourses in accordance
with the requirements of the National Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998) and associated
regulations;
Determination and assessment of the various characteristics of these aquatic features;
Compilation of a Risk Assessment of the proposed development on the water features
in accordance with the requirements of the regulations associated with the National
Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998); and
Provision of management and mitigation measures to limit the identified risks.
Project Description

Location and extent
The proposed water supply project is located within Wards 14, 21 and 22 of the uMlalazi Local
Municipality.
The proposed development entails the expansion of the existing bulk water pipeline to
KwaHlokohloko in the rural outskirts of the town of Eshowe. The scheme will transport water
from the existing R1-1 main reservoir in the KwaHlokohloko area, located in the Mpungose
Tribal Authority, to the outlying areas of the scheme. This larger scheme is divided into
separate construction phases with this assessment only pertaining to Phase 3C and 3D, which
is located in the Mzimela Tribal Authority.
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Figure 1: Location and extent of the larger KwaHlokohloko Bulk Water Supply Scheme near the town of Eshowe
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Proposed new infrastructure
The proposed Phase 3C and 3D pipeline upgrade makes provision for the establishment of a
bulk water supply scheme through the Mzimela Tribal Authority that will be linked to the Phase
2 of the larger KwaHlokohloko Bulk Water Supply Scheme.
The Phase 3C and 3D infrastructure makes provision for approximately 19km of 250mm
diameter pipeline and three reservoirs with varying volumes. The start and end point of the
Phase 3C and 3D pipeline as well as the proposed reservoir sites are provided in the table
below.
Table 1: Cooridnates of the start and end point as well as the reservoir sites
Infrastructure feature
Pipeline start point
Pipeline end point
Reservoir 1 (R1-5)
Reservoir 2 (R1-7)
Reservoir 3 (R1-6)
Reservoir 4 (R1-8)

Latitude
S 28º 50’ 57.62”
S 28º 52’ 13.14”
S 28º 50’ 57.62”
S 28º 51’ 00.11”
S 28º 51’ 47.10”
S 28º 52’ 13.17”

Longitude
E 31º 35’ 15.36”
E 31º 40’ 55.23”
E 31º 35’ 15.36”
E 31º 39’ 16.02”
E 31º 38’ 53.41”
E 31º 40’ 55.23”
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R 1-5 (300KL)

R 1-7 (640KL)

R 1-6 (300KL)

R 1-8 (4.3ML)

Figure 2: Extent of Phase 3 (Mzimela) of the KwaHlokohloko Bulk Water Supply Scheme
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2.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

It is understood that the report will be submitted in support of the Application for Environmental
Authorisation in terms of the National Environmental Management Act (Act No. 107 of 1998):
Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations of 2014, as amended, and the Application for
Water Use Authorisation in terms of Section 21 of the National Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998).
Both these sets of legislation provide the minimum content requirements to be included in an
assessment such as this. This report is therefore conducted in accordance with these
requirements, firstly in accordance with Appendix 4 of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations (2014) and then in accordance with Annexure 6 of the Regulations Regarding the
Procedural Requirements for Water Use Licence Applications and Appeals (24 March 2017.
These report requirements, broadly include the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

A methodology of the site visit and the techniques used to assess the specific aspect
of the site;
Details of an assessment of the specific identified sensitivity of the site related to the
proposed activity or activities and its associated structures and infrastructure, inclusive
of site plan identifying site alternatives (if any provided);
An identification of any areas that are to be avoided, including provision of buffers;
A description of any assumptions made and any uncertainties or gaps in knowledge;
A description of the findings and potential implications of such findings on the impact
of the proposed activity;
Any mitigation measures for inclusion in the Environmental Management Programme
Report (EMPr);
Any conditions for inclusion in the Environmental Authorisation;
Any monitoring requirements for inclusion in the EMPr or Environmental Authorisation;
A Risk Assessment in terms of the Section 21(c) and (i) regulations; and
A reasoned opinion whether the activity should be authorised based on the findings of
the study.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

As previously mentioned, this Wetland Assessment Report will be submitted in support of an
Application for a Water Use Authorisation for the bulk water pipeline, and more specifically for
Section 21 (c) and (i) water uses. These water uses are specified in Section 21 of the National
Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998) and makes provision for the following:
•
•

Section 21(c) – impeding or diverting the flow of water in a watercourse; and
Section 21 (i) – altering the bed, banks, course or characteristics of a watercourse.

To determine the applicability of these water uses to the pipeline alignment, the following
definitions as per the National Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998) as well as the associated
regulations need to be understood:
•
•

“characteristics of a watercourse” means the resource quality of a watercourse
within the extent of the watercourse;
“delineation of a wetland and riparian habitat” means the delineation of wetlands
and riparian habitat according to the methodology as contained in the Department of
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•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

4.

Water Affairs and Forestry, 2005 publication: A Practical Field Procedure for
Delineation of Wetlands and Riparian Areas;
“diverting” means to, in any manner, cause the instream flow of water to be rerouted
temporarily or permanently;
“extent of a watercourse” means: (a) the outer edge of the 1 in 100 year flood line
and/or delineated riparian habitat, whichever is the greatest distance, measured from
the middle of the watercourse of a river, spring, natural channel, lake or dam; and (b)
wetlands and pans: the delineated boundary (outer temporary zone of any wetland or
pan;
“impeding” means to, in any manner, hinder or obstruct the instream flow of water
temporarily or permanently, but excludes the damming of flow so as to cause storage
of water;
“pans” means any depression collecting water or that is inward draining or a flow
through system with flow contributions form surface water, groundwater or interflow or
combinations thereof;
“regulated area of a watercourse” for Section 21(c) and (i) of the Act water uses in
terms of this Notice means: (a) the outer edge of the 1 in 100 year flood line and/or
delineated riparian habitat, whichever is the greatest, measured from the middle of the
watercourse of a river, spring, natural channel, lake or dam; (b) in the absence of a
determined 1 in 100 year flood line or riparian area the area within 100m from the edge
of the watercourse where the edge of the watercourse is the first identifiable annual
bank fill flood bench (subject to compliance with Section 144 of the Act); or (c) a 500m
radius from the delineated boundary (extent) of any wetland or pan;
“water resource” includes a watercourse, surface water, estuary, or aquifer;
“watercourse” means – (a) river or spring; (b) a natural channel in which water flows
regularly or intermittently; (c) a wetland, pan, lake or dam into which, or from which,
water flows;
“wetland” means land which is transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems
where the water table is usually at or near the surface, or land is periodically covered
with shallow water, and which land in normal circumstances supports or would support
vegetation typically adapted to life in saturated soil.

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The following assumptions have been made in conducting the assessment as well as the
compilation of the report:
•

•
•

The technical information contained in the assessment is based on information
provided by the design engineers and makes provision for the alignment of the
proposed pipeline. This information was provided in .kmz file format.
The assessment is based on a single day long site visit conducted on 19 June 2019
by Magnus van Rooyen and Liz Dralle of Terratest (Pty) Ltd.
The following standardised and accepted methods to determine the various aspects of
the study were used:
o Wetland and Riparian Habitat Delineation Document (Department of Water and
Forestry 2005 report);
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Wetland Buffer Guideline (SANBI Water Research Commission Project
Report);
o Wetland Offset (Water Research Commission Report TT660/16); and
o Risk Assessment Protocol and associated Matrix (Department of Water and
Sanitation document).
Applicable, available datasets relating to aquatic and vegetative features
(watercourses, wetlands, veldt types, etc.) were interrogated during the assessment.
o

•

5.
5.1

STUDY AREA
Extent of the study area

Since the assessment will be submitted in support of an Application for a Water Use
Authorisation the extent of the wetland component of the assessment will be limited to the
area defined as the “regulated area of a watercourse”. As such the Risk Assessment
considered in a later section of this report will focus on the components of the Phase 3
(Mzimela) Water Supply Pipeline that are located within this regulated area.
As no 1 in 100 year flood lines are available for the watercourses, provision is made for all
components of the water supply scheme that will be established that is located within a 100m
from a watercourse as well as within a 500m radius of delineated wetlands as per the definition
provided above.
The extent of the study area has therefore been defined to include areas that are associated
with the alignment of the water supply pipeline alignment and its immediate surrounds, with
the Risk Assessment being limited to the identified “regulated area of a watercourse” as per
the regulations.
The first step in the assessment therefore, will be to determine the presence of the aquatic
features within the study area. Following this identification, the “regulated area of a
watercourse” will be determined and be used in the Risk Assessment.
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Start point at
Reservoir 1-5

End point at
Reservoir 1-8

Figure 3: Extent of the study area defined for the component of the assessment (shown in yellow)
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5.2

Description of the study area

The following is a brief description of the physical conditions of the study area.
Topography and Drainage
The first section of the proposed pipeline alignment largely follows the alignment of existing
roads that travel along the bottom of a large valley created by the Mhlatuzana River. The
southern slopes of the valley are much steeper than the northern slopes. Near Mkhunyana
the central section of the pipeline still largely following roads, passes over these steep slopes
and cuts across the ridge in a southerly direction and into the Mlalazi River catchment. It then
travels in an easterly direction along roads roughly parallel to the ridge. Many small and very
seasonal streams are crossed along the way. The final short section is up a steep knoll where
Reservoir 1-8 will be located.
An indication of the topography of the study area is provided in Figure 5 below that is an extract
from the 1:50 000 Topographical Map Sheet 2831DC Blackburn (2011).
Landuse
The predominant landuse along the pipeline alignment is one of communal subsistence
agriculture in the form of small scale crop production and the grazing of livestock. A section
of the alignment travels through the Ongoye Forest Reserve which is a legislated protected
area, managed by Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife.
Soils
The soils in the area are weakly weathered with relatively high lime content consisting of
medium sandy clay loam derived from plinthic soils of the Longlands Form.
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R 1-7 Reservoir
Capacity: 640KL

R 1-8 Reservoir
Capacity: 4.3ML

R 1-6 Reservoir
Capacity: 300KL

Figure 4: View of the topography, drainage and landuse along the pipeline alignment
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Plate 1: View of the topography along the pipeline alignment, looking in a westerly direction, towards the start point
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Plate 2: View of the small scale subsistence agriculture that is practiced in the area
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Vegetation
The reference, Vegetation of South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland (Mucina and Rutherford,
2006) classifies the vegetation along the alignment consists of three different vegetation types.
The vegetation type along the alignment where the pipeline largely follows the valley bottom
of the Mhlatuzana River consists of Zululand Lowveld (SVi23) vegetation, where the pipeline
climbs out of the valley as well as when it leaves the Ongoye Forest, the vegetation consists
of KwaZulu-Natal Coastal Belt (CB3) while the vegetation within the Ongoye Forest is
classified as Scarp Forest (FOz5).
The Zululand Lowveld (SVi23) vegetation type consists of tall grasslands with sparsely
scattered solitary trees and shrubs which form a mosaic with the typical savanna thornveld,
bushveld and thicket patches.
The KwaZulu-Natal Coastal Belt (CB3) vegetation type consists of highly dissected undulating
plains with primary grassland dominated by Themeda triandra (Red Grass) on high lying areas
with remnants of subtropical coastal forests in the small dissecting valleys. Where grazing
pressures are high, Aristida species grasslands have taken the place of the primary grasses.
The Scarp Forest (FOz5) vegetation type is present where the alignment passes through the
Ongoye Forest. The vegetation is species rich and structurally diverse and characterised by
multi-layered forests with a well-developed canopy and understory tree layers and a poorly
developed herb-layer.
The northern portion of the pipeline alignment travels through the Zululand Lowveld vegetation
type and predominantly follows existing District Roads and access tracks used by the local
community to access either their properties or their agricultural fields. Only a short section
(approximately 880m) of this northern portion of the pipeline travels through vegetation that
can be described as “green fields”. The vegetation along this “green fields” section has been
impacted by overgrazing and indiscriminate burning practices.
The portion of the pipeline alignment that climbs up towards the Ongoye Forest area as well
as the southern portion passes through the KwaZulu-Natal Coastal Belt Grassland vegetation
type. This portion of the reticulation scheme also predominantly follow existing roads and
access tracks.
The portion of the pipeline alignment that travels through the Scarp Forest vegetation type is
directly related to the Ongoye Forest Reserve. The alignment travels immediately next to tar
road that travels through the forest reserve with little or no impact on the forest expected.
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Plate 3: View of the Zululand Lowveld (SVi23) vegetation type
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Plate 4: View of the KwaZulu-Natal Coastal Belt (CB3) vegetation type surrounding the Ongoye Forest
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Plate 5: Aerial view of the Scarp Forest (FOz5) vegetation type occurring in the Ongoye Forest
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6.

EXPERTISE OF THE SPECIALIST

The curriculum vitae of the specialist, Mr Magnus van Rooyen is attached in Appendix A. In
brief, the specialist has the following expertise in the field of terrestrial and aquatic ecology:
Mr Magnus van Rooyen is a registered natural scientist with the South African Council of
Natural Scientific Professions (SACNASP) and holds a Master’s degree in Environmental
Management, a BSc Honours degree in Botany and a BSc degree in Botany and Zoology from
the University of Stellenbosch. Mr van Rooyen has in excess of 14 years’ experience in the
field of wetland and terrestrial ecological studies in Southern and Western Africa.

7.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The aim and objectives of this study are as follows:
•

•

•
•

•

8.

Identification of any areas that meet the definition of a wetland or watercourse in
accordance with the National Environmental Management Act (Act No. 107 of 1998)
(NEMA): Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations, 2014 (as amended);
Determination of the extent of each of these wetlands or watercourses in accordance with
the requirements of the National Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998) and associated
regulations;
Determination and assessment of the various characteristics of these aquatic features;
Compilation of a Risk Assessment of the proposed development on the water features in
accordance with the requirements of the regulations associated with the National Water
Act (Act No. 36 of 1998); and
Provision of management and mitigation measures to limit the identified risks.

METHODOLOGIES

The following methodologies were followed to conduct the assessments.
8.1

Wetland Identification and Mapping

The initial wetland identification process was conducted at a desktop level during which
available GIS databases were interrogated to determine the presence of any wetland areas
that has been determined in the past. The key database in that was interrogated was the
National Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Area (NFEPA) as managed and updated by the South
African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI).
In addition to the database interrogation, the most recent Google Earth and Zoom Earth
Imagery of the site was considered to see if any wetland areas or “anomalies” within the site
are visible.
8.2

Wetland Delineation and Classification

The delineation of the wetland areas were conducted in accordance with the Department of
Water and Forestry document, “A practical field procedure for identification and delineation of
wetlands and riparian areas” (2005).
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This field guide makes use of several specific indicators which show the presence and the
boundaries of wetlands. The presence of the following indicators was used during the
identification and delineation of the site:
•

Terrain Unit Indicator – Identification of the part of the landscape where wetlands
are more likely to occur;

•

Soil Form Indicator – Identification of the soil types which are associated with
prolonged and frequent saturation;

•

Soil Wetness Indicator – Identification of the morphological signatures that develop
in soil profiles as a result of prolonged and frequent saturation; and

•

Vegetation Indicator – Identification of the hydrophilic vegetation associated with
frequently saturated soil.

Figure 5: Cross section through a wetland, indicating the interaction between the soil wetness and
vegetation

Following the identification of the wetland areas on the site, these are then classified into
specific hydrogeomorphic (HGM) units.
Table 2: Wetland hydrogeomorphic (HGM) types typically supporting inland wetlands in South Africa
(modified from Brinson, 1993; Kotze, 1999; and Marneweck and Batchelor, 2002)

Floodplain

Hydrogeomorphic types

Description
Valley bottom areas with a well-defined stream
channel, gently sloped and characterised by
floodplain features such as oxbow depressions and
natural levees and the alluvial (by water) transport
and deposition of sediment, usually leading to a net
accumulation of sediment. Water inputs from main
channel (when channel banks overspill) and from
adjacent slopes.
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Valley bottom
with channel

Valley bottom areas with a well-defined stream
channel but lacking characteristic floodplain features.
May be gently sloped and characterised by the net
accumulation of alluvial deposits or may have steeper
slopes and be characterised by the net loss of
sediment. Water inputs from main channel (when
channel banks overspill) and from adjacent slopes.

Valley bottom
without a
channel

Valley bottom areas wit no clearly defined stream
channel, usually gently sloped and characterized by
alluvial sediment deposition generally leading to a net
accumulation of sediment. Water inputs mainly from
channel entering the wetland and also from adjacent
slopes.

Hillslope
seepage
linked to a
stream
channel

Slopes on hillsides, which are characterised by the
colluvial (transported by gravity) movement of
materials. Water inputs are mainly sub-surface flow
and outflow is usually via a well-defined stream
channel connecting the area directly to a stream
channel.

Isolated
Hillslope
seepage

Slopes on hillsides, which are characterised by the
colluvial (transported by gravity) movement of
materials. Water inputs mainly from sub-surface flow
and outflow wither very limited or through diffuse subsurface and/or surface flow but with no direct surface
water connection to a stream channel.

Depression
(includes
Pans)

A basin shaped area with a closed elevation contour
that allows for the accumulation of surface water (i.e.
it is inward draining). It may also receive sub-surface
water. An outlet is usually absent, and therefore this
type is usually isolated from the stream channel
network.

8.3

Wetland Functional Assessment

Once the wetland areas have been identified and their boundaries determined, the task of
assessing the ecosystem services these wetland areas provide to the hydraulic system that it
contributes to, as well as the immediate natural and social environment, is undertaken. An
understanding of this functionality of the wetland contributes directly to the level importance
that is attributed to the specific wetland. This assessment was conducted by using a wetland
modelling tool that forms part of the WET-Management Series (issued by the Water Research
Commission), WET-EcoServices (Kotze et al. 2008).
The WET-EcoServices tool makes provision for the rapid assessment of the ecosystem
services provided by a wetland and is designed for inland palustrine wetlands, i.e. marshes,
floodplains, vleis and seeps. The process of applying the tool is based on the characterisation
of hydrogeomorphic wetland types based on desktop and field assessment and observations
of identified and delineated wetland areas.
This model furthermore, considers the biophysical and social conditions around a wetland and
converts these considerations into a fixed score for a series of defined ecosystem services
that the wetland delivers. The services include the following:
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•

Flood Attenuation

•

Streamflow regulation

•

Sediment trapping

•

Phosphate assimilation

•

Nitrate Assimilation

•

Toxicant Assimilation

•

Erosion control

•

Carbon storage (sequestration)

•

Maintenance of biodiversity

•

Provision of water for human use

•

Provision of harvestable resources

•

Provision of cultivated food

•

Cultural significance

•

Tourism and recreation

•

Education and research

The maximum score for any service is a value of 4 and the rating of the probable extent of the
service is shown in the table below.
Table 3: Ecoservices rating of the probable extent to which a benefit is being supplied

8.4

Score

Rating of likely extent to which a benefit is
being supplied

< 0.5

Low

0.6 - 1.2

Moderately Low

1.3 - 2.0

Intermediate

2.1 - 3.0

Moderately High

> 3.0

High

Determining the Present Ecological State of Wetlands

The determination of the present ecological state (PES) of wetlands was conducted by using
a tool from the WET-Management Series (issued by the Water Research Commission), the
WET-Health (Macfarlane et al. 2008).
This tool is designed to assess the health or integrity of a wetland. Wetland health is defined
as a measure of the deviation of wetland structure and function form the wetland’s natural
reference condition. The tool therefore attempts to assess the hydrological, geomorphological
and vegetation impacts that has been imparted on the wetland at the time of assessment.
Table 4: The magnitude of impacts on wetland functionality (Macfarlane et al, 2008)
Impact
Category

Description

Score

None

No Discernible modification or the modification is such that it has no
impacts on the wetland integrity

0 to 0.9

Small

Although identifiable, the impact of this modification on the wetland
integrity is small.

1.0 to 1.9

Moderate

The impact of this modification on the wetland integrity is clearly
identifiable but limited.

2.0 to 3.9

Large

The modification has a clearly detrimental impact on the wetland integrity.
Approximately 50% of wetland integrity has been lost.

4.0 to 5.9
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Serious

The modification has a highly detrimental effect on the wetland integrity.
More than 50% of the wetland integrity has been lost.

6.0 to 7.9

Critical

The modification is so great that the ecosystem process of the wetland
integrity is almost totally destroyed, and 80% or more of the integrity has
been lost.

8.0 to 10

The overall approach is to quantify the impacts of human activity or clearly visible impacts on
wetland health, and then to convert the impact scores to a PES score. This takes the form of
assessing the spatial extent of impact of individual activities/occurrences and then separately
assessing the intensity of impact of each activity in the affected area. The extent and intensity
are then combined to determine an overall magnitude of impact. The impact scores and
Present State categories are provided in the tables below.
The level of impacts on these three parameters is a direct indication of the PES of the wetland
as well as the functioning of the wetland. A wetland area that has undergone severe impacts
on its hydrology, geomorphology or vegetation or a combination of all three will reflect a low
present ecological state while the converse is true for pristine wetlands. Since hydrology,
geomorphology and vegetation are interlinked in the model, their scores are aggregated to
obtain the overall PES health score using the formula:

Health = ((Hydrology value) x3 + (Geomorphology value) x2 + (Vegetation value) x2)) ÷ 7

Table 5: Definitions of the PES categories (Macfarlane et al, 2008)
Impact
Category

Description

Impact
Score
Range

Present
State
Category

None

Unmodified, natural

0 to 0.9

A

1.0 to 1.9

B

2.0 to 3.9

C

4.0 to 5.9

D

6.0 to 7.9

E

8.0 to 10

F

Small

Moderate
Large
Serious

Critical

8.5

Largely Natural with few modifications. A slight change in
ecosystem processes is discernible and a small loss of natural
habitats and biota may have taken place.
Moderately Modified. A moderate change in ecosystem
processes and loss of natural habitats has taken place, but the
natural habitat remains predominantly intact.
Largely Modified. A large change in ecosystem processes
and loss of natural habitat and biota has occurred.
Seriously Modified. The change in ecosystem processes and
loss of natural habitat and biota is great, but some remaining
natural habitat features are still recognizable.
Critical Modification. The modifications have reached a
critical level and the ecosystem processes have been modified
completely with an almost complete loss of natural habitat and
biota.

Determining the Ecological Integrity of the Wetlands

The ecological integrity (EI) of a wetland is determined by a combining the findings of the
WET-EcoServices and WET-Health tool as both these tools provide considerations in this
regard. For instance, a wetland that makes very little ecosystem services contribution to the
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hydraulic system that it is linked to and has a low PES score will consequently have a low
ecological integrity. The converse is also therefore true for wetlands making a large ecological
contribution to the hydraulic system it is linked to as well as a high PES score.
8.6

Determining the Ecological Importance and Sensitivity of Wetlands

The outcome of the implementation of the WET-EcoServices tool discussed in Section 7.3,
above, is key in the determination of the ecological importance and sensitivity of wetlands as
the result is a direct indication of the contribution that the wetland is making to the hydraulic
system with which it is linked. This contribution is linked to the sensitivity of this wetland to
any possible change and how this will impact on the hydraulic system it is linked to.
8.7

Ecological Classification and Description

The ecological classification and description are a direct result of the implementation of the
methodology and tools described in Section 7 as the results of these determinations contribute
to the understanding of the ecology of the wetland. The description of the wetland will
therefore make provision for a description of the physical attributes of the wetland (location,
size, etc.), the ecosystem services that the wetland provides, the current ecological state of
the wetland and the importance of the wetland as well as its sensitivity.

9.

RESULTS

The results presented below are based on the findings of the desktop investigation as well as
on the field investigations conducted for the aquatic features present on site.
9.1

Wetland and Watercourse Identification and Mapping

The desktop investigation of the NFEPA database has not indicated any wetlands within a
500m radius from the pipeline alignment. This finding is in line with the interrogation of the
Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife wetland database.
The field investigation has however found that a number of wetland areas are present along
the alignment. These wetland areas are directly associated with watercourses that are present
along the alignment or which the alignment crosses. All these wetlands are similar in nature
and share many characteristics. The location and extent of these wetlands are indicated in
the figure below.
As mentioned earlier, a large number of watercourses are also present along the alignment.
These watercourses are present due to the nature of the topography and are mostly small
seasonal streams that drain into either the Mhlatuzana River or the Mlalazi River. The location
of these watercourses within the 500m radius from the pipeline alignment is indicated in the
figure below.
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Figure 6: Location and extent of the wetland areas (in green) identified within the 500m radius (in yellow) of the pipeline alignment
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Figure 7: Location of the watercourses (in blue) within the 500m radius (in yellow) of the pipeline alignment (in red)
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The tables below provide the approximate cooridnates where the pipeline alignment will cross
the identified watercourses and wetland.
Table 6: Coordinates for the pipeline wetland crossings
Name
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Latitude
S 28º 52’ 26.36”
S 28º 52’ 22.21”
S 28º 49’ 52.86”
S 28º 50’ 35.48”
S 28º 50’ 40.60”
S 28º 50’ 54.51”
S 28º 50’ 57.17”
S 28º 50’ 56.12”

Longitude
E 31º 39’ 05.52”
E 31º 38’ 54.41”
E 31º 38’ 06.82”
E 31º 36’ 51.55”
E 31º 36’ 28.33”
E 31º 36’ 20.46”
E 31º 36’ 12.31”
E 31º 35’ 50.34”

Table 7: Coordinates for the pipeline watercourse crossings
Name
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q

9.2

Latitude
S 28º 50’ 50.40”
S 28º 50’ 56.63”
S 28º 50’ 55.57”
S 28º 50’ 56.98”
S 28º 50’ 54.02”
S 28º 50’ 49.65”
S 28º 50’ 35.47”
S 28º 49’ 52.68”
S 28º 52’ 23.31”
S 28º 52’ 26.38”
S 28º 52’ 20.84”
S 28º 52’ 19.91”
S 28º 52’ 20.92”
S 28º 52’ 24.74”
S 28º 52’ 18.48”
S 28º 49’ 36.71”

Longitude
E 31º 35’ 41.35”
E 31º 35’ 57.20”
E 31º 35’ 59.11”
E 31º 36’ 12.10”
E 31º 36’ 20.80”
E 31º 36’ 23.41”
E 31º 36’ 51.40”
E 31º 38’ 09.11”
E 31º 38’ 54.95”
E 31º 39’ 05.97”
E 31º 39’ 37.12”
E 31º 40’ 11.48”
E 31º 40’ 12.49”
E 31º 40’ 13.90”
E 31º 40’ 51.75”
E 31º 38’ 57.29”

Wetland Unit Identification

As mentioned above all the wetland areas that were identified along the pipeline alignment
are all directly related to the identified watercourses. These wetlands are all therefore
identified as either Channelled or Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetlands. The approximate
centre point coordinates of these wetland areas are considered to be relevant to the
assessment are provided in the table below.
Table 8: Centre point coordinates and classification of the relevant wetland areas
Name
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7

Hydrogeomorphic Unit
(HGM)
Unchanneled Valley Bottom
Channelled Valley Bottom
Unchanneled Valley Bottom
Channelled Valley Bottom
Channelled Valley Bottom
Unchanneled Valley Bottom
Channelled Valley Bottom

Latitude

Longitude

S 28º 50’ 56.20”
S 28º 50’ 53.51”
S 28º 50’ 40.62”
S 28º 50’ 38.48”
S 28º 50’ 28.44”
S 28º 49’ 51.24”
S 28º 52’ 21.94”

E 31º 35’ 57.43”
E 31º 36’ 15.54”
E 31º 36’ 28.35”
E 31º 36’ 54.09”
E 31º 37’ 33.70”
E 31º 38’ 03.70”
E 31º 38’ 57.86”
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9.3

Watercourse Classification

The most prominent watercourse that is present within the site is the Mhlatuzana River that
drains the area in an easterly and north-easterly directions. The majority of the small,
seasonal drainage lines are classified as tributaries of this larger river.
The Mhlatuzana River is characterised by a well-developed macro-channel that has mostly
eroded onto the present bedrock. Alluvial sand has been deposited and has collected in slow
moving sections of the river. The banks of the river have been well vegetated by riparian
vegetation typical to the area consisting of a combination of small woody shrubs and larger
woody trees.

Plate 6: View of the upper reaches of the Mhlatuzana River close to the start point of the project

The tributaries of the Mhlatuzana River consist of small to very small seasonal streams with
channels that range from well-defined to ill-defined channels. The vegetation along these
watercourses are typical poorly developed riparian vegetation consisting of small woody
shrubs. The streambeds of these seasonal streams varying from sandy beds to beds that
have eroded onto the local bedrock.
The pipeline does not approach the main channel of the Mlalazi River but numerous small to
very small tributary streams are crossed. These closely resemble the Mhlatuzana River
tributaries in terms of their physical and flow characteristics.
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Plate 7: View of an ill-defined stream channel of a seasonal stream

Plate 8: View of a well-defined stream channel of a seasonal stream

Plate 9: View of the bedrock within one of the seasonal streams
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Plate 10: View of a seasonal stream with an alluvial rocky bed

Plate 11: View of a sandy stream bed associated with one of the seasonal streams
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9.4

Wetland Unit Setting and Description

The identified wetland areas are all directly associated with the permanent and seasonal
watercourses that are present along the pipeline route.
It is considered that all these wetland areas developed as Unchanneled Valley Bottom
Wetlands in the valleys associated with these watercourses. In time some of these
Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetlands developed erosion head-cuts as a result of changes in
the watercourse catchments due to anthropogenic impacts which have resulted in the wetland
areas developing flow path channels and are now classified as Channelled Valley Bottom
Wetlands.
The presence of ill-designed crossing structures along the access roads has also impacted
on these wetland areas as the structures do not make provision for sufficient drainage which
results in a concentrated point discharge that leads to erosion.

Plate 12: View of the harvesting of natural products from the wetland areas
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Plate 13: View of the establishment of crop fields in the wetland areas

Plate 14: View of cattle grazing in a wetland area
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Plate 15: View of the severe erosion downstream of an ill-designed drainage structure

9.5

Wetland Soils

No soil augering was done as a result of the potential community issues that may arise by
someone working in tribal authority areas away from roads. However, the soils that were
visible from disturbed areas within the wetlands indicated a well-drained O-horizon with darker
gleyed subsoils typical of wetland areas.
The well-drained O-horizon was consisted of alluvial sandy soils while subsoil primarily
consisted of loamy clay.
9.6

Description of Wetland Type

Channelled Valley Bottom Wetlands resemble floodplains but are characterised by less active
sediment deposition and the absence of floodplain features (oxbows, natural levees, etc.).
The hydrological input from the lateral groundwater is greater than for floodplains due to their
steeper gradients.
Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetlands also resemble floodplains in their location and relatively
gentle gradients and high potential for sediment deposition. The streamflow is very diffuse
across the wetland resulting in extensive areas of the wetland being saturated. This facilitates
the establishment of plants that translate to a high organic matter content in the wetlands.
9.7

General Functional Description of Wetland Types

The contribution that Channelled Valley Bottom Wetlands make towards flood attenuation and
sediment trapping is limited as a result of the channelled nature of the flow of water through
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the area. For the same reason, these areas have reduced potential to remove some of the
potential nitrates and toxicants from the water that is supplied from the surrounding hillslopes.
The key functional contribution made by Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetlands are similar to
floodplains and this is the potential of these areas to remove nitrates, phosphates and
toxicants from the catchment. These chemicals accumulate in the sediments of the wetlands
areas as a result slow flowing diffuse nature of the waterflow in the areas. They are then either
trapped in the sediments or taken up by the vegetation that occurs in the wetlands and are
thus removed from the catchment. Also linked to the slow and diffuse movement of water
through these areas is the role these wetlands play in the regulation of streamflow.
9.8

Wetland Ecological Functional Assessment

Since all the Channelled and all the Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetland areas that have
been identified in the assessment are very similar to others of their type, the functionality of
these two wetland types will be assessed as a collective, i.e. all the Channelled Valley Bottom
Wetlands and all the Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetlands.
In addition, the impacts on these two wetland types is also very similar so their functionalities
would have been affected in a similar way. The table below provides the results of the
functionality assessment of these wetland areas.
Table 9: Ecosystem service provide by the identified wetland areas
CVB*

UCVB**

Flood attenuation

0.8

2.2

Streamflow regulation

0.8

2.4

Sediment trapping

1.1

2.6

Phosphate
assimilation

0.8

2.2

Nitrate assimilation

0.7

2.2

Toxicant assimilation

0.8

2.1

Erosion control

0.6

1.8

Carbon storage

1.0

2.4

Biodiversity maintenance
Provisioning of water for
human use
Provisioning
of
harvestable resources
Provisioning
of
cultivated foods

1.8

2.1

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.7

1.7

Cultural heritage

0.0

0.0

Tourism and recreation

0.0

0.0

Education and research

0.0

0.0

13.7
0.91

25.3
1.69

Water Quality
enhancement
benefits

Regulating and supporting
benefits
Provisioning
benefits
Cultural
benefits

Indirect Benefits
Direct Benefits

Ecosystem Services Supplied by Wetlands

Wetland Unit

Overall
Average
*CVB = Channelled Valley Bottom; **UCVB = Unchanneled Valley Bottom
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Figure 8: Graphic depiction of the EcoSystem Service provision by the Channelled Valley Bottom
Wetland areas

The results of the Ecosystem Service modelling indicated that the services that are provided
by the Channelled Valley Bottom Wetlands are primarily related to the release of phosphates,
nitrates and toxicants from the catchments and to the use of the areas by the surrounding
community for the sourcing of natural resources, the cultivation of crops and the supply of
water. The level of service provision is relatively low as a result of the limited size of these
wetland areas within the catchment and the anthropogenic impacts on the areas.
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Figure 9: Graphic depiction of the EcoSystem Service provision by the Unchannelled Valley Bottom
Wetland areas

The results of the Ecosystem Service modelling indicated that the services provided by the
Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetland areas are related to the storage or removal of
phosphates, nitrates and toxicants in the catchment as well as the capturing of sediments. In
addition to these services, the wetland areas also provide services directly to the community
by the provision of harvestable natural resources, provides areas for crop production and
water supply.
9.9

The Present Ecological State and Ecological Importance and Sensitivity
Assessment of the remaining wetland areas

The impacts on the wetland areas in the study area are very similar in nature, however the
locations of the wetland areas in the vicinity of residential homestead inevitably result in them
being more impacted. However, it is considered that the Present Ecological State (PES) of
the Channelled Valley Bottom Wetland areas can be determined as a collective and similarly
for the Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetland areas.
In the case of the Channelled Valley Bottom Wetland areas, the natural hydrological
characteristics of the catchment have been altered as a result of physical disturbances in the
catchment. These physical disturbances predominantly relate to the impact on the vegetation
as a result of a continuous cycle of burning and overgrazing, thereby decreasing the
groundcover in the catchments.
This in turn has resulted in an increase in the velocity of the flow of water from the catchment
into the streams which has led to erosion of the wetland areas to such an extent that the
wetlands are drained by these channels. The continuous erosion of these channels can result
in the drying up of the parts of the wetland areas.
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The presence of the channels in the wetland areas has impacted on the geomorphological
drivers as well as allowing the encroachment of more terrestrial plant species into the wetlands
as a result of them becoming drier.
These impacts are reflected in the PES classification of Class C (Moderately Modified). This
means that the wetland areas have undergone a moderate change in ecosystem processes
associated with the remaining habitat still being mostly intact. The vegetative characteristics
of the wetland areas are more resilient to the changes in the hydrology and geomorphology of
the wetlands. The degradation of the observed wetland areas is believed to ongoing as the
anthropogenic pressures on the resource use increases.
Table 10: Combined PES Score for the Channelled Valley Bottom Wetland areas
Hydrology
HGM Unit

CVB*

Ha

Extent
(%)

<1ha

100

PES Category

Geomorphology

Vegetation

Impact
Score

Change
Score

Impact
Score

Change
Score

Impact
Score

Change
Score

4.2

-1

4.2

-1

2.9

-1

D

↓

D

↓

C

↓

Overall Combined PES
Score

C (3.8)

*CVB = Channelled Valley Bottom

The key driver in the Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetland areas is the hydrological driver.
This driver has undergone very little change from what is considered to be the natural state.
As a result of this, the geomorphology has also undergone very little change. The vegetative
characteristics of the wetland areas have undergone some changes as a result of harvesting
of natural products and the grazing of livestock.
These impacts are reflected in the PES classification of Class B (Largely Natural). This means
that the wetland areas have undergone a slight change in regard to the ecosystem processes,
but these changes have not significantly affected the natural habitat. It is believed that these
wetland areas have the potential to degrade as the anthropogenic pressures increase.
Table 11: Combined PES score for all the Unchanneled Valley Bottom Wetlands areas
Hydrology
HGM Unit

UCVB**

Ha

>1ha

Extent
(%)

100

PES Category

Geomorphology

Vegetation

Impact
Score

Change
Score

Impact
Score

Change
Score

Impact
Score

Change
Score

1.8

-1

1.9

-1

2.2

-1

B

↓

B

↓

C

↓

Overall Combined PES
Score

B (1.9)

**UCVB = Unchanneled Valley Bottom
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9.10

Aquatic Description of the river crossings

Three different type of river crossings are encountered along the pipeline alignment. These
are as follows:
•
•
•

Deeply incised channels;
Shallow, sandy-bedded channels; and
Shallow, rocky-bedded channels.

Plate 16: View of a deeply incised channel

Plate 17: View of a sandy-bed channel
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Plate 18: View of a rocky-bed channel

Each of the different channel types has a specific proposed engineering design for the pipeline
crossings. These various crossing designs are provided below.
Deeply incised stream channels:
The design for a deeply incised river channel crossing makes provision for the construction of
a pipe-bridge that will carry the pipeline across the width of the channel. A typical design for
this solution is provided below.

Figure 10: Typical design for crossing of incised stream channels

Sandy-bedded crossings
The channels are all relatively open, small and sand-bedded. The crossing makes provision
for the pipeline to cross below the substrate of the stream bed. The pipeline will be protected
against any scour by gabion baskets. These gabion baskets will not impede the flow of the
water in the stream as they will be placed in such a way that the tops of the baskets are level
with the bottom of the stream bed. The stream banks at the crossings will also be protected
from erosion by gabion baskets. A typical design for this crossing solution is provided below.
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Figure 11: Typical design for the crossing of sandy-bedded stream channels

Rocky-bedded crossings
The channels are all relatively open, small and are rock-bedded. The crossing makes
provision for the pipeline to be concrete encased and to cross below the current level of the
stream bed. The stream banks at the crossings will be protected from erosion by gabion
baskets. As the top of the concrete encased pipe will be at the level of the natural stream
flow, the risk of scour is very little. A typical design for this crossing solution is provided below.

Figure 12: Typical design for the crossing of rocky-bedded stream channels

9.11

Present Ecological State of the Watercourses

With the exception of the perennial Mhlatuzana River that is the primary drainage feature in
the catchment, the majority of the watercourses associated with the project are small to very
small seasonal streams.
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The Mhlatuzana River has eroded onto the local bedrock and shows a relatively meandering
channel. The channel is very well defined with well-developed riparian vegetation along its
banks. The sediment load in the river is relatively low.
Where the small to very small seasonal streams drain steep gradients, they are all relatively
straight with small channels. The potential for erosion, as a result of higher water velocities,
is relatively high but is reduced by the flows being small and largely seasonal. When these
streams move through the valley bottoms of the catchments, the flow velocity slows down
significantly, and the channels become more meandering. Erosion potential is reduced but,
where these streams are still eroding, some level of sediment is deposited within the stream
channels. This sediment load however, is also limited as a result of the relatively small subcatchments that these streams drain as well as their seasonal nature. The vegetation along
the banks of these streams contains riparian as well as some terrestrial vegetation as a result
of the seasonal nature of these streams.
A number of anthropogenic impacts within the larger catchments associated with the project
relate to the presence of subsistence agriculture, the harvesting of natural resources and the
indiscriminate burning of the natural vegetation in an attempt to improve the grazing quality.
All of these impacts affect the flow of water from and through the catchment and so have an
impact on the hydrology in the catchment.
As such, the PES of the watercourses that are crossed by the pipeline alignment is determined
as a Class B (Largely Natural) to Class C (Moderately Modified). This means that the
watercourses have been subjected to some impacts, but these impacts have not resulted in
significant or detrimental degradation to the channels. The natural habitat along these
watercourses therefore remains predominantly intact.
9.12

Determining the Ecological Importance and Sensitivity of wetlands and
watercourses

The Ecological Importance of a wetland or a watercourse is an expression of its importance
to the maintenance of ecological diversity and functioning within, as well as hydrologically
downstream. The Ecological Sensitivity is a function of the system’s ability to resist
disturbances in its drivers and its capability to recover from these disturbances once they have
occurred.
As such, the wetlands along the pipeline alignment are all considered to be moderate to high
Ecological Importance to the catchment. The wetlands are largely in a relatively good
ecological and functional condition and therefore make substantial contributions to the natural
functioning of the catchment. The Ecological Sensitivity of the wetlands are considered to be
moderate to high as a result of the limited impacts on the drivers associated with the
wetlands. It is worthwhile to point out that, as a result of the relatively natural state of the
wetlands, the wetlands are very resilient to any short to medium term impacts.
The watercourses that form part of the assessment are considered to be of moderate to high
Ecological Importance and Sensitivity as they have undergone very little transformation from
their natural state. Similar to the wetland areas, these watercourses are resilient too short to
medium term impacts.
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10.

BUFFER DETERMINATION

Since the bulk water supply pipeline is to cross the edges of some wetlands and some small
to very small seasonal watercourses, the implementation of any buffers from these
watercourses is irrelevant. However, it must be stressed that the construction footprint of the
crossing points must be limited to an area not exceeding 20m upstream or downstream of the
existing pipeline crossings and that no site camp or construction laydown areas will be allowed
within 100m of the edges of the delineated wetland boundaries and watercourses.

11.

RISK ASSESSMENT DISCUSSIONS

As mentioned earlier of this report, the Risk Assessment will be conducted for the components
of the pipeline alignment that are located within the “regulated area of a watercourse” as
defined by the National Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998).
This regulated area has been determined by using the delineated boundaries of the seasonal
watercourses that were determined during the assessment of the proposed pipeline
alignment. These crossings are mostly associated with existing road crossings. The
assessment has indicated that a number of pipeline sections located along the route are
located within 100m of the watercourse. Similarly, the sections of pipeline associated with
each of the crossings are obviously also located within 100m of the watercourse.
The pipeline alignment also crosses wetland areas at seven locations. These crossings are
however mostly directly associated with the existing access road crossings at the sites.
Similarly, sections of the pipeline will also fall within the 500m radius from the identified
wetland areas.
The figure below indicates the areas that are considered to be the “regulated area of a
watercourse” as well as how the alignment travels through these areas. It is clear that the
majority of the pipeline alignment falls within the regulated area and as such the Risk
Assessment will be conducted for the pipeline in its entirety.
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Facility
footprint

Figure 13: Location and extent of the “regulated area of a watercourse”, with the 500m radii from wetlands shown in green and the 100m distance from the
watercourses shown in blue
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The Risk Assessment in terms of GN 509 of 2016 that follows therefore pertains to the pipeline
wetland and watercourse crossings as well as the sections of pipelines that occur within the
regulated areas of a watercourse. Risks that could potentially impact on the current
characteristics of the watercourse along the alignment are considered.
The risks identified with each of the crossings and pipeline sections primarily relates to the
physical footprints of the components and the activities associated with the establishment of
these components. These risks are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impedance or divergence of the flow in the seasonal watercourses and wetland areas
by the proposed pipeline crossing structures;
Contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by leaking plant and equipment
during construction;
Contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by the storage of dangerous
goods (petrochemicals) within the construction camp and administrative buildings;
Contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by leakages from the on-site
ablution facilities during the construction and operational phases;
Contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by domestic waste during the
construction and operational phases;
Contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by hazardous waste (grease
rags, used oil filters, etc.) from a workshop area; and
Siltation of the watercourse and wetland areas as a result of erosion from the
temporary construction areas within the watercourses.

These risks have been included in the Risk Assessment Matrix as specified for completion by
the Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS, 2016). The table below represents the results
of the assessment.
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: Results of the Risk Assessment Matrix (DWS, 2016)
No.
1

2

Phases

Activity

Aspect

Impact

Design
and
Const.

Risk of impedance or
divergence of the flow in
the seasonal
watercourses and wetland
areas by the proposed
pipeline crossing
structures.

In the event that the
stormwater measures
associated with the
construction phase of the
crossings do not make
adequate provision for the
flow in the watercourses
and wetlands, it may result
in impedance.

Inadequate provision of
stormwater measures
may result in ponding of
stormwater upstream of
the crossing. This
ponding will result in the
surface water flow not
reaching the
downstream sections of
the watercourses and
wetlands during periods
of high rainfall events
which would impact on
these aquatic features.

Risk of contamination of
the
watercourse
and
wetland areas by leaking
plant
and
equipment
during construction.

If leaking plant and
equipment are used during
the construction phase of
the pipeline crossings, the
risk of contamination will
exist.

Impact on the water
quality in the
watercourse and wetland
areas, which will
negatively impact on the
water quality in the
system.

Design,
Const.
and
Opp.
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Risk
Rating

L

L

Control Measures
1. Provision must be made during the
planning phases of the project to ensure
that the stormwater associated with all
these crossing footprints are free draining
ensuring that adequate provision is made
to prevent stormwater ponding within
these areas.
2. Where possible the planning of the
implementation of the pipeline must make
provision for the construction to take place
during the dry season when the likelihood
of flow in the watercourses and wetlands
will be low.

1. The works period within the
watercourses and wetlands must be
limited to as short a period as possible.
2. No plant or equipment will be
stored/parked within 100m of the bank of
any watercourse or the edge of any
wetland. Plant and equipment will be
parked at designated parking areas within
the site.
3. All plant and equipment will be checked
on a daily basis for leaks, any plant that is
found to be leaking will be removed off
site for maintenance.
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No.
3

4

5

Phases
Const.

Const.
and
Opp.

Const.
and
Opp.

Activity

Aspect

Impact

Risk of contamination of
the
watercourse
and
wetland areas by the
storage of dangerous
goods
(petrochemicals)
within the construction
camp and administrative
buildings.

If the petrochemical
storage facilities within the
construction camp or
administrative buildings
are not adequately
designed and managed,
potential leakages and
spillages could impact on
the water quality in the
watercourse and wetland
areas.

Impact on the water
quality in the
watercourse and wetland
areas, which will
negatively impact on the
water quality in the
greater system with
associated mortality of
aquatic species.

Risk of contamination of
the watercourse and
wetland areas by
leakages from the on-site
ablution facilities during
the construction and
operational phases.

If the ablution facilities at
the construction sites are
not adequately located or
designed, leakages from
these facilities may
contaminate the water
within the watercourse and
wetland areas.

Impact on the water
quality in the
watercourse and wetland
areas, which will
negatively impact on the
water quality in the
greater system with
health risks to humans
and livestock.

Risk of contamination of
the watercourse and
wetland areas by
domestic waste during the
construction and
operational phase.

Domestic waste materials
(food containers, plastics,
papers, etc.) that will be
used by the labour and
employees during the
construction and
operational phases may
contaminate the
watercourse and wetland
areas.

The domestic waste
materials could
potentially contaminate
the watercourse and
wetland areas, which
could pose a risk to the
water quality
characteristics of these
wetlands and
watercourses.
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Risk
Rating

L

L

L

Control Measures
1. The construction site camp must be
located a minimum 100m away from the
bank of any watercourse or the edge of
any wetland areas.
2. All dangerous goods must be stored in
bunded areas providing for 110% of the
capacity of the dangerous goods to be
stored.

1. All temporary ablution facilities
(portable chemical toilets) must be located
as a minimum 100m away from the banks
of any watercourse or the edge of any
wetland area.
2. The portable chemical toilets must be
serviced on a regular basis by a
registered service provider.

1. During the construction phase,
domestic waste must be collected in
waste bins that are located on site. The
content of these bins must be cleared on
a daily basis to a collection point in the
site camp from where the waste can be
removed on a weekly basis. The
collected waste must be disposed of at a
municipal landfill facility.
2. A designated eating area must be
identified no less than 100m from the
bank of watercourses or the boundaries of
wetland areas when construction is taking
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No.

Phases

Activity

Aspect

Impact

Risk
Rating

Control Measures
place on any of the watercourse or
wetland crossings. This eating area must
be used by the employees during their
eating breaks.
3. Waste bins must be placed at this
designated eating area for use by these
employees. Ideally the bins will have lids
with latches so that scavenging by
animals, including monkeys, can be
avoided.

6

7

Const.
and
Opp.

Const.
and
Opp.

Risk of contamination of
the watercourse and
wetland areas by
hazardous waste (grease
rags, used oil filters, etc.)
from the workshop area.

Hazardous waste
materials (grease rags,
used oil filters, etc.) that
will be used by the labour
and employees and in the
plant and equipment
during the construction
and operational phases
may contaminate the
watercourse and wetland
areas.

The hazardous waste
materials could
potentially contaminate
the watercourse and
wetland areas, which
could pose a risk to the
water quality
characteristics of these
areas with associated
mortality of aquatic
species.

Risk of siltation of the
watercourse and wetland
areas as a result of
erosion from the
temporary construction
areas within these areas.

In the event that the
stormwater drainage
associated with the
pipeline crossings is not
adequately designed, it
may impact on the natural
surface water flow of these
areas.

Inadequate stormwater
provision may result in
erosion of the crossings.
This erosion will result in
the potential siltation of
the watercourse and
wetland areas which will
impact on the water
quality of these aquatic
features.
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L

1. During the construction phase,
hazardous waste must be collected in the
site camp and removed from the site by a
registered service provider for disposal.
The collected hazardous waste must be
stored in designated containers.
2. No hazardous waste may be stored or
disposed of at the watercourse and
wetland crossing sites.

1. Provision must be made during the
planning phases of the project to ensure
that the stormwater drainage associated
with all the crossings is free flowing and
not prone to cause erosion.
2. Where possible the designs of the
watercourse and wetland crossings must
make provision for the natural surface
water runoff during high rainfall events to
move unimpeded past these infrastructure
footprints.
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11.1

Discussion and management measures

Risk of impedance or divergence of the flow in the seasonal watercourses and wetland
areas by the proposed pipeline crossing structures.
In the event that the stormwater drainage associated with the pipeline crossings are not
adequately designed, it may impact on the natural surface water flow of these areas. This risk
can be mitigated by the following:
1. Provision must be made during the planning phases of the project to ensure that the
stormwater associated with all the crossings are free draining and not prone to erosion.
2. Where possible the designs of the watercourse and wetland crossings must make
provision for the natural surface water runoff during high rainfall events can move
unimpeded past these infrastructure footprints.

Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by leaking plant and
equipment during construction.
If leaking plant and equipment are used during the construction phase of the pipeline
crossings, the risk of contamination will exist. This risk can be mitigated by the following:
1. The works period within the watercourses and wetlands must be limited to as short a
period as possible.
2. No plant or equipment will be stored/parked within 100m of the bank of any
watercourse or the edge of any wetland. Plant and equipment will be parked at
designated parking areas within the site.
3. All plant and equipment will be checked on a daily basis for leaks, any plant that is
found to be leaking will be removed off site for maintenance.

Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by the storage of
dangerous goods (petrochemicals) within the construction camp and administrative
buildings.
If the petrochemical storage facilities within the construction camp or administrative buildings
are not adequately designed and managed, potential leakages and spillages could impact on
the water quality in the watercourse and wetland areas. This risk can be mitigated by the
following:
1. The construction site camp must be located a minimum 100m away from the bank of
any watercourse or the edge of any wetland areas.
2. All dangerous goods must be stored in bunded areas providing for 110% of the
capacity of the dangerous goods to be stored.

Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by leakages from the onsite ablution facilities during the construction and operational phases.
If the ablution facilities at the construction sites are not adequately located or designed,
leakages from these facilities may contaminated the water quality within the watercourse and
wetland areas. This risk can be mitigated by the following:
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1. All temporary ablution facilities (portable chemical toilets) must be located as a
minimum 150m away from the banks of any watercourse or the edge of any wetland
area.
2. The portable chemical toilets must be serviced on a regular basis by a registered
service provider.

Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by domestic waste during
the construction and operational phase.
Domestic waste materials (food containers, plastics, papers, etc.) that will be used by the
labour and employees during the construction and operational phases may contaminate the
watercourse and wetland areas. This risk can be mitigated by the following:
1. During the construction phase, domestic waste must be collected in waste bins that
are located on site. The content of these bins must be cleared on a daily basis to a
collection point in the site camp from where the waste can be removed on a weekly
basis. The collected waste must be disposed of at a municipal landfill facility.
2. A designated eating area must be identified no less than 100m from the bank of
watercourses or the boundaries of wetland areas when construction is taking place on
any of the watercourse or wetland crossings. This eating area must be used by the
employees during their eating breaks.
3. Waste bins must be placed at this designated eating area for use by these employees.

Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by hazardous waste
(grease rags, used oil filters, etc.) from the workshop area.
Hazardous waste materials (grease rags, used oil filters, etc.) that will be used by the labour
and employees and in the plant and equipment during the construction and operational phases
may contaminate the watercourse and wetland areas. This risk can be mitigated by the
following:
1. During the construction phase, hazardous waste must be collected in the site camp
and removed from the site by a registered service provider for disposal. The collected
hazardous waste must be stored in designated containers.
2. No hazardous waste may be stored or disposed of at the watercourse and wetland
crossing sites.

Risk of siltation of the watercourse and wetland areas as a result of erosion from the
temporary construction areas within these areas.
Inadequate stormwater provision may result in erosion of the crossings. This erosion will result
in the potential siltation of the watercourse and wetland areas which will impact on the water
quality of these aquatic features. This risk can be mitigated by the following:
1. Provision must be made during the planning phases of the project to ensure that the
stormwater drainage associated with all the crossings is free flowing and not prone to
cause erosion.
2. Where possible the designs of the watercourse and wetland crossings must make
provision for the natural surface water runoff during high rainfall events to move
unimpeded past these infrastructure footprints.
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3. Where possible the planning of the implementation of the pipeline must make provision
for the construction to take place during the dry season when the likelihood of flow in
the watercourses and wetlands will be low.
11.2

Monitoring measures

The implementation of the management and mitigation measures contained in the Risk
Assessment must be part of the monitoring brief of the Environmental Control Officer (ECO)
who must be appointed for the construction phase of the project. As such, these management
and mitigation measures must be included in the Environmental Management Programme
(EMPR) for the construction of the project.

12.

CONCLUSION

A number of wetland areas and watercourses have been found along the proposed pipeline
alignment. The wetland and watercourses that were encountered are all in a relatively natural
state, with the PES for the wetland areas varying between a Class B and a Class C and that
of the watercourses being of similar classification. The functionality levels of these aquatic
features are also relatively high which results in a moderate to high Ecological Importance and
Sensitivity. These aquatic features are also considered to be relatively resilient to short and
medium term impacts but will decline in their PES as a result of any long term impacts.
The pipeline alignment crosses these aquatic features in a number of locations, mostly in the
same location as the existing access roads to the area. The designs put forward for the
crossing structures are all considered to be adequate solutions to limit any ecological impacts
that might occur once the pipeline is operational. It is the specialist’s opinion that neither the
implementation of these crossings or their operation will negatively impact on the PES of the
wetland and watercourse areas, as long as the crossings are implemented in line with the
proposed designs and in consideration of the management and mitigation measures of this
assessment.
The risks posed by the implementation of the proposed pipeline to the seasonal watercourses
and wetland areas were identified as part of the Risk Assessment that was conducted. The
risks are as follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by leaking plant and
equipment during construction.
Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by the storage of
dangerous goods (petrochemicals) within the construction camp and administrative
buildings.
Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by leakages from the onsite ablution facilities during the construction and operational phases.
Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by domestic waste during
the construction and operational phase.
Risk of contamination of the watercourse and wetland areas by hazardous waste
(grease rags, used oil filters, etc.) from the workshop area.
Risk of siltation of the watercourse and wetland areas as a result of erosion from the
temporary construction areas within these areas.
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•

Risk of impedance or divergence of the flow in the seasonal watercourses and wetland
areas by the proposed pipeline crossing structures.

The assessment of these risks in line with the Department of Water and Sanitation’s Risk
Assessment Matrix (2016) has indicated that all these risk can be successfully mitigated and
managed by the implementation of site specific management and mitigation measures.
In consideration of these risk in light of these management and mitigation measures, it is the
opinion of the Specialist that these risks can all be classed as being “Low” risks. As such, in
line with the requirements of GN 509 of 2016, the project will qualify for a General Authorisation
in terms of Section 39(1) of the National Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998) for Section 21 (c) and
(i) uses in terms of the same Act.
The monitoring requirements specified by this assessment make provision for the construction
activities to be monitored by an Environmental Control Officer that must meet the requirements
for an Environmental Control Officer as specified in the National Environmental Management
Act (Act No. 107 of 1998): Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (2014) as
amended.
Considering the findings of this assessment of the site associated with the proposed Phase 3
(Mzimela) of the KwaHlokohloko Water Supply Scheme, it is the Specialist’s opinion that there
are no fatal flaws associated with the aquatic features that have been identified and assessed
that will prevent the implementation of the project.

13.
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CURRICULUM VITAE

MAGNUS VAN ROOYEN
Profession

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST

Position in Firm

Executive Associate

Area of
Specialisation

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS, SCOPING
REPORTS, PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT, MINING RIGHT AND PERMIT
APPLICATIONS, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OFFICER
DUTIES; ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMMES, STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENTS, WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT PLANS,
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS.
BSc, BSc (Hons), MPhil. (Environmental Management)

Qualifications
Years of
Experience

14

Years with Firm

13

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE
Mr Van Rooyen is currently an Executive Associate and the Regional Head of the Environmental Division
of a National Consulting Engineering Firm in South Africa. He is located in Pietermaritzburg, KwaZuluNatal.
In addition to holding a Masters degree in Environmental Management, he also holds a BSc degree in
Botany and Zoology, an Honors Degree in Botany and a Post Graduate Certificate in Education. He has
13 years’ experience in projects involving Environmental Impact Assessments in various developmental
sectors (Mining and Agricultural Sector, National Roads, Pipelines, Dams, and Residential
Developments), conducting of Specialist Biodiversity Assessments associated with Environmental
Impact Assessments and Project Feasibility Studies. He has experience in the compilation of
Resettlement Policy Framework Plans associated with infrastructure development projects. Mr van
Rooyen has experience in working on various private and public sectors as well as rural and urban
environments in various countries.
Mr Van Rooyen’s expertise lies within the mining sector where he has gained extensive exposure to all
the aspects of mining projects from the pre-feasibility, prospecting, environmental impact assessment
and implementation and monitoring stages. In addition, he has conducted Due Diligence Assessments
as well as Environmental Compliance Monitoring and Management of a variety of mining sites.
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EDUCATION
Date (from – to):

1995-1998

Degree/Institution:

BSc – Botany & Zoology (Stellenbosch University)

Date (from – to):

1999

Degree/Institution:

Special Student - Department of Agriculture (Stellenbosch
University)

Date (from – to):

2001

Degree/Institution:

B.Sc Honnours – Botany (Stellenbosch University )

Date (from – to):

2002

Degree/Institution:

Post Graduate Diploma in Teaching (Stellenbosch University)

Date (from – to)

2003 – 2005

Degree/Institution:

Masters Degree in Environmental Management (Stellenbosch
University)
2008 – 2009 Jeffares and Green Consulting Engineers and
Environmental Consultants Accelerated Development
Programme

Other Training:

2014: Wetland Delineation and Modeling Course – Rhodes
University
2015: Wetland Buffer Determination Course – Water Research
Commission

EMPLOYMENT RECORD
Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

1999
Witley Bay, Northumberland, United Kingdom
Marden Bridge Middle School
Physical Education Teacher
Physical Educator associated with the Marden Bridge Middle School Sport
Centre.

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2000
Bradenton, Florida, USA
Gene’s Citrus Ranch
Farm Manager
Management of the day to day operations of an export citrus farm

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2001 – 2002
Stellenbosch, Western Cape, South Africa
Paul Roos Gymnasium
Biology Teacher
Teaching the South African Biology curriculum to high school pupils.

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)

2002 – 2005
Stellenbosch, Western Cape, South Africa
Department of Botany and Zoology, Stellenbosch University
Junior Lecturer in Botany
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Description

Lectured the Botany practical component of the first-year Natural Science
Degree.

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2002 – 2005
Stellenbosch, Western Cape, South Africa
Department of Conservation Ecology, University of Stellenbosch
Biodiversity Researcher
Conducted field work, sampling, laboratory work and logistics associated with
two projects within the Conservation Ecology Department

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2006 – 2007
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Jeffares & Green (Pty) Ltd Consulting Engineers
Environmental Scientist
Conducted field work, complete Applications for Environmental Authorisation
(Basic Assessments and Full Scoping and EIAs)

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2007 – 2010
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Jeffares & Green (Pty) Ltd Consulting Engineers
Senior Environmental Scientist
Managing a team of scientists conducting field work, completing Applications
for Environmental Authorisation (Basic Assessments and Full Scoping and
EIAs)
Conducting specialist wetland, biodiversity and ecological assessments for a
range of infrastructure projects.

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2011 – present
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
JG Afrika (Pty) Ltd (previously Jeffars & Green (Pty) Ltd)
Principal Environmental Consultant
Responsible for the management and operation of the Environmental
Business unit.
Conducting specialist wetland, biodiversity and ecological assessments for a
range of infrastructure projects.

SPECIFIC EXPERIENCE
Biodiversity and Wetland Assessment Projects
Name of Project:

Phalanndwa Coal Mine Biodiversity and Wetland Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

uKhozi Environmentalists
September 2017
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Application for Environmental Authorisation for the Phalanndwa Coal Mine
Expansion near Delmas.
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Name of Project:

Lephalale Coal Mine Biodiversity and Wetland Assessment

Client:

Kongiwe Environmental Consultants

Project duration/date:

April to August 2017

Job Title and Duties:

Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Application for Environmental Authorisation for the Lephalale Coal Mine
near Lephalale.

Name of Project:

Riversdale Coal Mine Wetland Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Nzingwe Consultancy
May 2017
Wetland Specialist
Undertaking the wetland specialist study in support of the Application for
Environmental Authorisation and the Water Use Licence Application for the
Riversdale Coal Mine near Vryheid.

Name of Project:

SAPPI Saiccor Wetland Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

WSP Environmental
August 2017
Wetland Specialist
Undertaking the wetland specialist study in support of the Application for
Environmental Authorisation for the construction of flood protection
measures associated with the SAPPI Saiccor Mill, uMkomaas.

Name of Project:

11th Avenue Interchange Wetland Assessment

Client:

WSP Environmental

Project duration/date:

September 2017

Job Title and Duties:

Wetland Specialist
Undertaking the wetland specialist study in support of the Application for
Environmental Authorisation for the construction of the 11th Avenue
Interchange, Durban

Name of Project:

SAPPI Saiccor Alien Invasive Plant – Risk Assessment

Client:

WSP Environmental

Project Duration/date:

July 2017

Job Title and Duties:

Vegetation Specialist
Undertaking of the risk assessment of the presence of various listed category
I and II alien invasive plant species on the SAPPI Saiccor Mill site, uMkomaas.
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Name of Project:

Uithoek Colliery Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Miranda Minerals
August 2008
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Uithoek Colliery,
Dundee.

Name of Project:

Burnside Colliery Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Miranda Minerals
July 2007
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Burnside Colliery,
Dundee.

Name of Project:

Ultimate Goal Colliery Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Ultimate Goal
June 2006
Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Ultimate Goal Colliery,
Dundee.

Name of Project:

Sesikhona Colliery Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Miranda Minerals
September 2008
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Sesikhona Colliery,
Dannhauser.

Name of Project:

Taylors Halt Quarry Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Canton Trading
May 2006
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Taylor Halt Quarry,
Pietermaritzburg.

Name of Project:

Ladysmith Quarry Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Afrimat
October 2011
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
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Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Afrimat Quarry,
Ladysmith.
Name of Project:

uMtamvuna Quarry Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
January 2005
Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the biodiversity specialist study in support of the Mining Right
Application for the establishment of the SANRAL Quarry, Kokstad.

Name of Project:

N3 – Epworth Road Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
September 2010
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N3 – Epworth Road Interchange, Pietermaritzburg

Name of Project:

N3 – Chota Motala Road Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
June 2009
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N3 – Chota Motala Road Interchange, Pietermaritzburg.

Name of Project:

N3 – Market Road Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
October 2016
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N3 – Market Road Interchange, Pietermaritzburg.

Name of Project:

N2 – uMgeni Road Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
June 2012
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N2 – uMgeni Road Interchange, Durban.

Name of Project:

N2 – Mt Edgecombe Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
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Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

December 2012
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N2 – Mt Edgecombe Interchange, Durban.

Name of Project:

R30 Glen Lyon to Brandfort Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
June 2008
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
R30 between Glen Lyon and Brandfort.

Name of Project:

R30 Virginia to Beatrix Mine Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
October 2008
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
R30 between Virginia and Beatrix Mine.

Name of Project:

Nacala Dam rehabilitation Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Millennium Challenge Account - Mozambique
June 2010
Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Application for an Environmental Permit for the rehabilitation and raising
of the Nacala Dam, Mozambique.

Name of Project:

Bhangazi Community Tented Camp Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Environmental Resources Management
March 2017
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the establishment of
the Bhangazi Community Tented Camp in the isiMangoliso Wetland Park,
St. Lucia.

Name of Project:

SAPPI Ngodwana Mill Expansion Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

WSP Environmental
June 2010
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the expansion of the
Ngodwana Mill, Waterval Boven.
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Name of Project:

ESKOM 22 kVA Lines Vegetation Assessments

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

ESKOM Soc
January 2015
Vegetation Specialist
Undertaking of vegetation assessments for the establishment of various
22kVA electrification lines in KwaZulu-Natal.

Name of Project:

Tombo to Mafini 300kVA Line Vegetation Assessments

Client:

ESKOM Soc

Project duration/date:

January 2014

Job Title and Duties:

Vegetation Specialist
Undertaking of vegetation assessment for the route alignment of the
300kVA high voltage electricity line from the Tombo Substation to Mafini,
Port St. Johns.

Name of Project:
Client:

Port St. Johns Water Treatment Works Wetland and Biodiversity
Assessment
Element Consulting Engineers

Project duration/date:

January 2014

Job Title and Duties:

Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Application for Environmental Authorisation for the establishment of the
Port St. Johns Water Treatment Works, Port St. Johns.

CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Courses, Conferences & Workshops
2013 (September)
2014 (November)
2014 (September)
2014 (September)
2014 (September)
2015 (February)
2015 (April)
2016 (July)
2017 (February)
2017 (May)
2017 (May)
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- IAIAsa National Conference 2013
- New Techniques and Methods in EIA (Workshop)
- Wetland Identification and Delineation (Short Course)
- Wetland Modelling and Assessment (Short Course)
- Introduction to Wetland Rehabilitation (Short Course)
- 2014 EIA Regulations in Context (Seminar)
- Wetland Buffer Determination (Workshop)
- Department of Water Affairs c & i Training (Workshop)
- IAIAsa & EDTEA EIA Regulations Overview (Seminar)
- Legislative Amendments to the EIA Regulations (2014) (Training Course)
- Filtration & Drainage with Geosynthetics (Training Course)
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PERSONAL DETAILS
Nationality – South African
Date of Birth – 4 September 1976
Domicile – Wartburg, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Languages
Language
English
Afrikaans
German
Dutch
Zulu

reading
Excellent
Excellent
Fair
Fair
Poor

speaking
Excellent
Excellent
Fair
Fair
Communication

writing
Excellent
Excellent
Poor
Poor
Poor

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION AND SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP:
Professionally registered with the South African Council for Natural Scientific Professionals (SACNASP
Reg. No. 400335/11)
International Association of Impact Assessors – South Africa Suite, membership number 1839
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APPENDIX B:
DETAILS OF SPECIALIST AND DECLARATION OF INTEREST

41539/Ulundi Bulk Water Supply Scheme/MVR/mvr

55

DETAILS OF SPECIALIST AND DECLARATION OF INTEREST
(For official use only)
File Reference Number:

DC/

NEAS Reference Number:
Date Received:

Application for an environmental authorisation in terms of section 24(2) of the National Environmental Management
Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998) or for a waste management licence in terms of section 20(b) of the National
Environmental Management: Waste Act, 2008 (Act No. 59 of 2008).,

PROJECT TITLE
WETLAND ASSESSMENT ASSOCIATED WITH PHASE 3 (MZIMELA) THE
KWAHLOKOHLOKO RURAL WATER SUPPLY SCHEME IN KWAZULU-NATAL

Specialist:
Contact person:

Wetland Ecologist
Magnus van Rooyen

Postal address:

PO Box 794, Hilton

Postal code:

3245

Cell:

084 249 2365

Telephone:

033 343 6789

Fax:

033 343 6788

E-mail:

vanrooyenm@terratest.co.za

Professional
(if any)

affiliation(s) South African Council for Natural Scientific Professionals (Pr. Sci.Nat. 400335/11)
International Association of Impact Assessors (Membership No. 1839)

Project Consultant:
Contact person:
Postal address:
Postal code:

Terratest (Pty) Ltd
Liz Dralle
PO Box 794, Hilton
3245

Cell:

Telephone:

033 343 6789

Fax:

033 343 6788

E-mail:

4.2
I,

drallel@terratest.co.za

The specialist appointed in terms of the Regulations_

Magnus van Rooyen

, declare that --

General declaration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

I act as the independent specialist in this application;
do not have and will not have any vested interest (either business, financial, personal or other) in the undertaking
of the proposed activity, other than remuneration for work performed in terms of the Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations, 2014;
I will perform the work relating to the application in an objective manner, even if this results in views and findings
that are not favourable to the applicant;
I declare that there are no circumstances that may compromise my objectivity in performing such work;
I have expertise in conducting the specialist report relevant to this application, including knowledge of the Act,
regulations and any guidelines that have relevance to the proposed activity;
I will comply with the Act, regulations and all other applicable legislation;
I have no, and will not engage in, conflicting interests in the undertaking of the activity;
I undertake to disclose to the applicant and the competent authority all material information in my possession that
reasonably has or may have the potential of influencing - any decision to be taken with respect to the application
by the competent authority; and - the objectivity of any report, plan or document to be prepared by myself for
submission to the competent authority;
all the particulars furnished by me in this form are true and correct; and
I am aware that a person is guilty of an offence in terms of Regulation 48 (1) of the EIA Regulations, 2014, if that
person provides incorrect or misleading information. A person who is convicted of an offence in terms of subregulation 48(1) (a)-(e) is liable to the penalties as contemplated in section 49B(1) of the National Environmental
Management Act, 1998 (Act 107 of 1998).

Signature of the specialist:

Terratest (Pty) Ltd
Name of company (if applicable):

11 September 2019
Date:
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HERITAGE SURVEY OF THE PROPOSED
KWAHLOKOHLOKO WATER PIPELINE AND
RESERVOIRS

FOR TERRATEST (PTY) LTD

DATE: 24 February 2020

By Gavin Anderson
Umlando: Archaeological Surveys and Heritage
Management
PO Box 102532, Meerensee, 3901
Phone: 035-7531785

Cell: 0836585362

umlando@gmail.com
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Terratest (Pty) Ltd has been appointed by Eyethu. Engineers (Pty) Ltd, on
behalf the King Cetshwayo District Municipality, to undertake the environmental
services required for the proposed upgrading of the Bulk Water Supply to
KwaHlokohloko Sub-Supply Area 1: Phase 3, King Cetshwayo District
Municipality, KwaZulu-Natal.

The proposed development entails the upgrading of the existing bulk water
pipeline to KwaHlokohloko, in the rural outskirts of Eshowe, uMlalazi Local
Municipality, KwaZulu-Natal. The proposed bulk water supply will transport water
from the existing R1-1 main reservoir in the KwaHlokohloko area, located within
the Mpungose Tribal Authority, to the outlying areas of the scheme. The scheme
is divided into three separate construction phases. This Application focuses on
Phase 3 of the scheme only, which incorporates the Mzimela Tribal Authority
only.

Five human graves were recorded during the survey. The graves date to the
20th century and post-date 1937. The graves will be affected by the existing
pipeline route. I suggested the route is slightly re-aligned to avoid the graves, and
keep a 20m buffer from them.

Subsequent to the survey an alternative route was added and surveyed.

The alignment is in metamorphic rock and did not require a PIA.
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Abbreviations

HP

Historical Period

IIA

Indeterminate Iron Age

LIA

Late Iron Age

EIA

Early Iron Age

ISA

Indeterminate Stone Age

ESA

Early Stone Age

MSA

Middle Stone Age

LSA

Late Stone Age

HIA

Heritage Impact Assessment

PIA

Palaeontological Impact Assessment
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INTRODUCTION

Terratest (Pty) Ltd has been appointed by Eyethu Engineers (Pty) Ltd, on
behalf the King Cetshwayo District Municipality, to undertake the environmental
services required for the proposed upgrading of the Bulk Water Supply to
KwaHlokohloko Sub-Supply Area 1: Phase 3, King Cetshwayo District
Municipality, KwaZulu-Natal.

The proposed development entails the upgrading of the existing bulk water
pipeline to KwaHlokohloko, in the rural outskirts of Eshowe, uMlalazi Local
Municipality, KwaZulu-Natal. The proposed bulk water supply will transport water
from the existing R1-1 main reservoir in the KwaHlokohloko area, located within
the Mpungose Tribal Authority, to the outlying areas of the scheme. The scheme
is divided into three separate construction phases. This Application focuses on
Phase 3 of the scheme only, which incorporates the Mzimela Tribal Authority
only.

Phase 3 will tie into Phase 2, which encompasses the Mpungose Tribal
Authority, which will consequently link with Phase 1 to complete the bulk water
supply scheme upgrade.

Phase 3 of the proposed upgrade will include the following:
• The installation of approximately 18km of 250mm diameter pipeline and
0.21km of 110mm diameter pipeline, of which approximately 3.23km of the
250mm diameter pipeline is to be aligned through the Ongoye Forest Reserve, a
proclaimed Protected Area; and
• The construction of two 300kL reservoirs, one 640kL reservoir and one
4.3ML reservoir.
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Construction of the pipeline will include clearance of vegetation and the
excavation of trenches that will be approximately 1m wide and 2m deep.
Construction will require a 15m wide working corridor along the alignment for
access roads, construction plant movement and material stockpiling. Wherever
possible, pipes will be constructed within the road reserve to limit the impact on
the receiving environment. The pipeline will supply potable water to the receiving
community. A 40m wide corridor of assessment has been implemented to allow
for any unforeseen construction deviations.

Subsequent to the survey and 2019 report, an alternative route was added.
Figures 1 – 4 show these routes.
Umlando was contracted by Terratest (Pty) Ltd to undertake the heritage
survey
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FIG. 1 GENERAL LOCATION OF THE PROPOSED PIPELINE1

1

Blue line = original route; red line = alternative route
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FIG. 2: AERIAL OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED PIPELINE2

2

Blue line = original route; red line = alternative route
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FIG. 3: TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF THE NORTHERN SECTION OF THE PROPOSED 3

3

Blue line = original route; red line = alternative route
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FIG. 4: SCENIC VIEWS OF THE STUDY AREA
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KWAZULU NATAL AMAFA AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE, ACT 05, 2018
“General protection: Structures.—


No structure which is, or which may reasonably be expected to be older
than 60 years, may be demolished, altered or added to without the prior
written approval of the Council having been obtained on written application
to the Council.



Where the Council does not grant approval, the Council must consider
special protection in terms of sections 38, 39, 40, 41 and 43 of Chapter 9.



The Council may, by notice in the Gazette, exempt—



A defined geographical area; or



defined categories of sites within a defined geographical area, from the
provisions of subsection where the Council is satisfied that heritage
resources falling in the defined geographical area or category have been
identified and are adequately protected in terms of sections 38, 39, 40, 41
and 43 of Chapter 9.



A notice referred to in subsection (2) may, by notice in the Gazette, be
amended or withdrawn by the Council.

General protection: Graves of victims of conflict.—No person may damage, alter,
exhume, or remove from its original position—


the grave of a victim of conflict;



a cemetery made up of such graves; or



any part of a cemetery containing such graves, without the prior written
approval of the Council having been obtained on written application to the
Council.



General protection: Traditional burial places.—



No grave—



not otherwise protected by this Act; and



not located in a formal cemetery managed or administered by a local
authority, may be damaged, altered, exhumed, removed from its original
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position, or otherwise disturbed without the prior written approval of the
Council having been obtained on written application to the Council.
The Council may only issue written approval once the Council is satisfied that—


the applicant has made a concerted effort to consult with communities and
individuals who by tradition may have an interest in the grave; and



the applicant and the relevant communities or individuals have reached
agreement regarding the grave.

General protection: Battlefield sites, archaeological sites, rock art sites,
palaeontological sites, historic fortifications, meteorite or meteorite impact
sites.—


No person may destroy, damage, excavate, alter, write or draw upon, or
otherwise disturb any battlefield site, archaeological site, rock art site,
palaeontological site, historic fortification, meteorite or meteorite impact
site without the prior written approval of the Council having been obtained
on written application to the Council.



Upon discovery of archaeological or palaeontological material or a
meteorite by any person, all activity or operations in the general vicinity of
such material or meteorite must cease forthwith and a person who made
the discovery must submit a written report to the Council without delay.



The Council may, after consultation with an owner or controlling authority,
by way of written notice served on the owner or controlling authority,
prohibit any activity considered by the Council to be inappropriate within
50 metres of a rock art site.



No person may exhume, remove from its original position or otherwise
disturb, damage, destroy, own or collect any object or material associated
with any battlefield site, archaeological site, rock art site, palaeontological
site, historic fortification, meteorite or meteorite impact site without the
prior written approval of the Council having been obtained on written
application to the Council.



No person may bring any equipment which assists in the detection of
metals and archaeological and palaeontological objects and material, or
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excavation equipment onto any battlefield site, archaeological site, rock art
site, palaeontological site, historic fortification, or meteorite impact site, or
use similar detection or excavation equipment for the recovery of
meteorites, without the prior written approval of the Council having been
obtained on written application to the Council.


The ownership of any object or material associated with any battlefield
site, archaeological site, rock art site, palaeontological site, historic
fortification, meteorite or meteorite impact site, on discovery, vest in the
Provincial Government and the Council is regarded as the custodian on
behalf of the Provincial Government.”
METHOD

The method for Heritage assessment consists of several steps.

The first step forms part of the desktop assessment. Here we would consult
the database that has been collated by Umlando. This databases contains
archaeological site locations and basic information from several provinces
(information from Umlando surveys and some colleagues), most of the national
and

provincial

monuments

and

battlefields

(http://www.vuvuzela.com/googleearth/monuments.html)

in

Southern

and

Africa

cemeteries

in

southern Africa (information supplied by the Genealogical Society of Southern
Africa). We use 1st and 2nd edition 1:50 000 topographical and 1937 aerial
photographs where available, to assist in general location and dating of buildings
and/or graves. The database is in Google Earth format and thus used as a quick
reference when undertaking desktop studies. Where required we would consult
with a local data recording centre, however these tend to be fragmented between
different institutions and areas and thus difficult to access at times. We also
consult with an historical architect, palaeontologist, and an historian where
necessary.
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The survey results will define the significance of each recorded site, as well
as a management plan.

All sites are grouped according to low, medium, and high significance for the
purpose of this report. Sites of low significance have no diagnostic artefacts or
features. Sites of medium significance have diagnostic artefacts or features and
these sites tend to be sampled. Sampling includes the collection of artefacts for
future analysis. All diagnostic pottery, such as rims, lips, and decorated sherds
are sampled, while bone, stone, and shell are mostly noted. Sampling usually
occurs on most sites. Sites of high significance are excavated and/or extensively
sampled. Those sites that are extensively sampled have high research potential,
yet poor preservation of features.

Defining significance
Heritage sites vary according to significance and several different criteria
relate to each type of site. However, there are several criteria that allow for a
general significance rating of archaeological sites.

These criteria are:

1. State of preservation of:
1.1.

Organic remains:

1.1.1.

Faunal

1.1.2.

Botanical

1.2.

Rock art

1.3.

Walling

1.4.

Presence of a cultural deposit

1.5.

Features:

1.5.1.

Ash Features

1.5.2.

Graves
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1.5.3.

Middens

1.5.4.

Cattle byres

1.5.5.

Bedding and ash complexes

2. Spatial arrangements:
2.1.

Internal housing arrangements

2.2.

Intra-site settlement patterns

2.3.

Inter-site settlement patterns

3. Features of the site:
3.1.

Are there any unusual, unique or rare artefacts or images at the

site?
3.2.

Is it a type site?

3.3.

Does the site have a very good example of a specific time period,

feature, or artefact?
4. Research:
4.1.

Providing information on current research projects

4.2.

Salvaging information for potential future research projects

5. Inter- and intra-site variability
5.1.

Can this particular site yield information regarding intra-site

variability, i.e. spatial relationships between various features and artefacts?
5.2.

Can this particular site yield information about a community’s social

relationships within itself, or between other communities?
6. Archaeological Experience:
6.1.

The personal experience and expertise of the CRM practitioner

should not be ignored. Experience can indicate sites that have potentially
significant aspects, but need to be tested prior to any conclusions.
7. Educational:
7.1.

Does the site have the potential to be used as an educational

instrument?
7.2.

Does the site have the potential to become a tourist attraction?

7.3.

The educational value of a site can only be fully determined after

initial test-pit excavations and/or full excavations.
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8. Other Heritage Significance:
8.1.

Palaeontological sites

8.2.

Historical buildings

8.3.

Battlefields and general Anglo-Zulu and Anglo-Boer sites

8.4.

Graves and/or community cemeteries

8.5.

Living Heritage Sites

8.6.

Cultural Landscapes, that includes old trees, hills, mountains,

rivers, etc related to cultural or historical experiences.

The more a site can fulfill the above criteria, the more significant it becomes.
Test-pit excavations are used to test the full potential of an archaeological
deposit. This occurs in Phase 2. These test-pit excavations may require further
excavations if the site is of significance (Phase 3). Sites may also be mapped
and/or have artefacts sampled as a form of mitigation. Sampling normally occurs
when the artefacts may be good examples of their type, but are not in a primary
archaeological context. Mapping records the spatial relationship between
features and artefacts.

RESULTS
DESKTOP STUDY

The desktop study consisted of analysing various maps for evidence of prior
habitation in the study area, as well as for previous archaeological surveys. Fig. 5
shows that few heritage sites have been recorded in the study area. This is due
to a lack of surveys, rather than a lack of sites.

Fig. 6 indicates that there are five settlements within 100m of the footprint in
1937. The 1964 topographical map indicates that there are eight settlements
within 100m of the line (fig. 7). Six of these are still in use today, while the other
two are abandoned settlements. The location of these is given in Table 2.
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FIG. 5: LOCATION OF KNOWN HERITAGE SITES IN THE GENERAL AREA
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FIG. 6: LOCATION OF SETTLEMENTS ALONG THE PIPELINE IN 1937
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FIG. 7: LOCATION OF SETTLEMENTS ALONG THE PIPELINE IN 1964
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PALAEONTOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY

The area is rated as having very low to none palaeontological sensitivity (fig.
9). The geology of the area is comprised predominately of Natal Metamorphic
Provinence and thus will not have any fossils. No further PIA mitigation is
required.

FIG. 9: PALAEONTOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY MAP

FIELD SURVEY
The field survey was undertaken on 3 September 2019. Ground visibility was
very good in most places. A footprint of 20m each side of centre point of the
pipeline was used. The pipeline mostly follows the existing roads and occurs just
outside of the road reserve.

No archaeological sites were noted along the pipeline route. However,
several abandoned houses and human graves were found within the footprint of
the pipeline. Table 2 and Figure 10 shows the locations of the finds.
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TABLE 2: LOCATION OF RECORDED SITES
Name

Description

South

East

Requires
Mitigation

877

House

and 28°52'17.29"

31°40'54.00"

Preferably avoid

graves?
878

Graves

28°52'16.37"

31°40'56.45"

No impact allowed

879

Grave

28°52'16.47”

31°40'55.80"

No impact allowed

880

House

31°38'29.40"

Not affected

and 28°50'9.52"

graves?
881

House

28°50'35.69"

31°36'36.94"

Preferably avoid

882

Grave

28°50'37.02"

31°36'35.04"

No impact allowed

883

Grave

28°50'41.00”

31°36'36.24"

No impact allowed

884

Settlement

28°50'17.75"

31°39'8.24"

Sensitive area

A1

1937 Settlement

28°50'29.47"

31°39'11.74"

Existing settlement

A2

1937 Settlement

28°50'6.13"

31°39'8.04"

Not exist, Sensitive
area

A3

1937 Settlement

28°50'5.90"

31°39'11.53"

No affected

A4

1937 Settlement

28°50'2.20"

31°39'6.51"

Not exist, Sensitive
area

A5

1937 Settlement

28°49'48.84"

31°39'9.64"

Not exist, Sensitive
area

B1

1964 Settlement

28°50'41.67"

31°38'43.22"

Not affected

B2

1964 Settlement

28°50'37.81"

31°38'44.31"

Not affected

B3

1964 Settlement

28°52'21.86"

31°40'1.64"

Not affected

B4

1964 Settlement

28°52'24.35"

31°39'59.37"

Not affected

B5

1964 Settlement

28°52'24.15"

31°40'4.53"

Not affected

B6

1964 Settlement

28°52'27.89"

31°40'12.04"

Not affected

B7 (877)

1964 Settlement

28°52'17.61"

31°40'53.27"

Preferably avoid

B8 (878, 8790

1964 Settlement: 28°52'15.93"

31°40'56.08"

No impact allowed

878/879
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FIG. 10: LOCATIONS OF RECORDED SITES ALONG THE ROUTE
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SITE 877
The site is located near the R1-8 4.3ML Phase 3 Reservoir. The site occurs
as B7 on the 1964 topographical map. It consists of the foundations and walls of
a settlement. These range from 10m – 50m from the pipeline footprint. The area
was much vegetated and I could not find any graves. If graves do occur, they
should be further from the pipeline footprint.

Significance: The ruins are of low significance
Mitigation: No mitigation is required, but the pipeline should keep as close to
the road as possible.
SAHRA Rating: 3C

FIG. 11: HOUSES AT SITE 877
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SITE 878 & 879
Site 878 consists of the foundations of a settlement and two graves next to
each other (fig.12). The graves appear to be of an adult and a juvenile. Site 879
occurs 20m to the west and consists of a single human grave (fig. 13).
Traditionally this separation is based on gender. These features are related to B8
form the 1964 topographical map. The proposed pipeline occurs 8m to the east
of Site 878. All graves are in a north-south orientation.

Significance: The graves are of high significance.
Mitigation: The pipeline will need to be moved at least 30m eastwards, and
then head northwest up the hill to the proposed reservoir. If the line is moved
westwards then it will affect Site 877. Fig. 14 shows the suggested rerouting.
SAHRA Rating: 3A

FIG. 12:TWO GREAVES AT SITE 878
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FIG. 13: GRAVE AT SITE 879

FIG. 14: SUGGESTED REROUTING OF THE PIPLINE4

4

Green = existing route; white = realigned route
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SITE 880

Site 880 is located on a spur of the hill. The site is noticeable for the various
trees and bushes on the otherwise grass landscape (fig. 15). No graves were
noted in front of the site.

The pipeline footprint has been realigned and the area will not be affected

Significance: The site is of low significance since no human graves were
noted.
Mitigation: No further mitigation is required.
SAHRA Rating: 3C

FIG. 15: SETTLEMENT AT SITE 890
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SITE 881 and 882
Site 881 consists of various ruined houses while 882 refers to the human
grave (fig. 16). The site is 120m north of the pipeline and will not be affected. The
graves are in an east-west orientation.

Significance: The human grave is of high significance
Mitigation: No mitigation is required, as the site will not be affected.
SAHRA Rating: 3A

FIG. 16: GRAVE AT SITE 882
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SITE 883
Site 883 consists of two graves associated with an abandoned settlement
(fig. 17). The graves are in an east-west orientation.

The pipeline passes through the middle of the houses and the two graves.

Significance: The graves are of high significance.
Mitigation: The alignment should be shifted to the south where the footprint
must be at least 20m from the graves. If it goes north then it will affect an existing
settlement. If it goes further south, it will affect other sites. Fig. 18 shows a
proposed realignment.
SAHRA Rating: 3A

FIG. 17: GRAVES AT SITE 883
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FIG. 18: PROPOSED REALIGNMENT OF THE PIPELINE

SITE 884
Site 884 is the location of an old settlement that was not on the historical
maps. (fig. 18). No formal structures were visible; however, some terracing and a
bougainvillea plant suggest a settlement. The settlement could have been
partially destroyed by the construction of the existing road

Significance: The settlement is of low significance
Mitigation: The area should be noted as having sensitivity for possible
graves, but the alignment will not need to be changed. The sensitivity buffer
should be 50m from the waypoint.
SAHRA Rating: 3C
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FIG. 18: SITE 883
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MANAGEMENT PLAN

A total of five graves will be affected by the current alignment. I suggest the
alignment is moved instead of the graves. To remove the graves will involve a
Public Participation Process that can take up to six months before the graves
themselves are removed. There is also no guarantee that permission will be
given to remove the graves, especially when an alternative is available.

Figures 15 and 18 show alternative routes that could be used.

One area was noted as having had a settlement. While it is unlikely that
subsurface human remains will occur in the current alignment, the area should be
noted as being potentially sensitive.

The final route can be reassessed at a desktop level.

CONCLUSION

A heritage survey was undertaken for the proposed KwaHlokohloko pipeline.
The proposed development entails the upgrading of the existing bulk water
pipeline and adding new reservoirs. The line route was surveyed in September
2019. Most of the route was adjacent to the road and ground visibility was very
good.

Five human graves were recorded during the survey. The graves date to the
20

th

century and post-date 1937. The graves will be affected by the existing

pipeline route. I suggested the route is slightly re-aligned to avoid the graves, and
keeps a 20m buffer from them.

The final alignment can be reviewed at a desktop level.

The alignment is in metamorphic rock and did not require a PIA.
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VEGETATION ASSESSMENT ASSOCIATED WITH PHASE 3
(MZIMELA) THE KWAHLOKOHLOKO RURAL WATER
SUPPLY SCHEME IN KWAZULU-NATAL
1.

INTRODUCTION

Terratest (Pty) Ltd has been appointed by Eyethu Consulting Engineers to conduct the
required environmental related authorisations associated with Phase 3 (Mzimela) of the
KwaHlokohloko Water Supply Scheme. The authorisations that are being applied for are
limited to the Listed Activities that are enacted in terms of the National Environmental
Management Act (Act No. 107 of 1998): Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2014
(as amended) and the Water Use Authorisation in terms of the National Water Act (Act No. 36
of 1998).
As a component of the above mentioned application processes, Terratest (Pty) Ltd were
commissioned to conduct a Vegetation Assessment of the proposed pipeline alignment.
The assessment of the vegetation features will make provision for the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•

1.1

Identification of the veldt type that the project is located in;
Determination of the conservation status of this veldt type;
Identification of any threatened or endangered species that will be impacted by the
implementation and operation of the project;
Identification of the potential impacts on the vegetation communities associated with
the project; and
Provision of management and mitigation measures to alleviate the magnitude of these
impacts.
Project Description

Location and extent
The proposed water supply project is located within Wards 14, 21 and 22 of the uMlalazi Local
Municipality.
The proposed development entails the expansion of the existing bulk water pipeline to
KwaHlokohloko in the rural outskirts of the town of Eshowe. The scheme will transport water
from the existing R1-1 main reservoir in the KwaHlokohloko area, located in the Mpungose
Tribal Authority, to the outlying areas of the scheme. This larger scheme is divided into
separate construction phases with this assessment only pertaining to Phase 3C and 3D, which
is located in the Mzimela Tribal Authority.

41769/Phase 3 (Mzimela) KwaHlokohloko Water Supply Scheme/MVR/mvr
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Goedetrouw
Dam

Phase
1
(approved)

Phase
2
(Mpongose TA)

Phase
3
(Mzimela TA)

Figure 1: Location and extent of the larger KwaHlokohloko Bulk Water Supply Scheme near the town of Eshowe
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Proposed new infrastructure
The proposed Phase 3C and 3D pipeline upgrade makes provision for the establishment of a
bulk water supply scheme through the Mzimela Tribal Authority that will be linked to the Phase
2 of the larger KwaHlokohloko Bulk Water Supply Scheme.
The Phase 3C and 3D infrastructure makes provision for approximately 19km of 250mm
diameter pipeline and three reservoirs with varying volumes. The start and end point of the
Phase 3C and 3D pipeline as well as the proposed reservoir sites are provided in the table
below.
Table 1: Cooridnates of the start and end point as well as the reservoir sites
Infrastructure feature
Pipeline start point
Pipeline end point
Reservoir 1 (R1-5)
Reservoir 2 (R1-7)
Reservoir 3 (R1-6)
Reservoir 4 (R1-8)

Latitude
S 28º 50’ 57.62”
S 28º 52’ 13.14”
S 28º 50’ 57.62”
S 28º 51’ 00.11”
S 28º 51’ 47.10”
S 28º 52’ 13.17”

Longitude
E 31º 35’ 15.36”
E 31º 40’ 55.23”
E 31º 35’ 15.36”
E 31º 39’ 16.02”
E 31º 38’ 53.41”
E 31º 40’ 55.23”

41769/Phase 3 (Mzimela) KwaHlokohloko Water Supply Scheme/MVR/mvr
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R 1-5 (300KL)

R 1-7 (640KL)

R 1-6 (300KL)

R 1-8 (4.3ML)

Figure 2: Extent of Phase 3 (Mzimela) of the KwaHlokohloko Bulk Water Supply Scheme
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2.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

The broad objectives of this report is as follows:
•
•
•

Provide a status quo description of the vegetation communities that is present along
the alignment of the proposed bulk water pipeline;
Identify any potential impacts that the implementation and operation of the proposed
pipeline will have on the status quo; and
Provide management and mitigation measures associated with these impacts to
prevent them from occurring or to decrease their intensity if they do occur.

It is also understood that the report will be submitted in support of the Application for
Environmental Authorisation in terms of the National Environmental Management Act (Act No.
107 of 1998): Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations of 2014, as amended. This
report is therefore conducted in accordance with these requirements, firstly in accordance with
Appendix 4 of the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (2014), as amended.
These report requirements, broadly include the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

A methodology of the site visit and the techniques used to assess the specific aspect
of the site;
Details of an assessment of the specific identified sensitivity of the site related to the
proposed activity or activities and its associated structures and infrastructure, inclusive
of site plan identifying site alternatives (if any provided);
An identification of any areas that are to be avoided, including provision of buffers;
A description of any assumptions made and any uncertainties or gaps in knowledge;
A description of the findings and potential implications of such findings on the impact
of the proposed activity;
Any mitigation measures for inclusion in the Environmental Management Programme
Report (EMPr);
Any conditions for inclusion in the Environmental Authorisation;
Any monitoring requirements for inclusion in the EMPr or Environmental Authorisation;
and
A reasoned opinion whether the activity should be authorised based on the findings of
the study.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

As previously mentioned, this Vegetation Assessment will be submitted in support of an
Application for Environmental Authorisation in accordance with the National Environmental
Management Act (Act No. 107 of 1998): Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations
(2014), as amended.
As such, the following definitions will be applicable to the assessment as per the
Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (2014):
•

“indigenous vegetation” refers to vegetation consisting of indigenous plant species
occurring naturally in an area, regardless of the level of alien infestation and where the
topsoil has not been lawfully disturbed during the preceding ten years;

41769/Phase 3 (Mzimela) KwaHlokohloko Water Supply Scheme/MVR/mvr
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•

4.

“linear activity” means an activity that is arranged in or extending along one or more
properties and which affects the environment or any aspect of the environment along
the course of the activity;

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The following assumptions have been made in conducting the assessment as well as the
compilation of the report:
•

•
•
•

•

The technical information contained in the assessment is based on information
provided by the design engineers and makes provision for the alignment of the
proposed pipeline. This information was provided in .kmz file format.
Project description provided by the Environmental Assessment Practitioner.
The assessment is based on a single day long site visit conducted on 29 March 2019
by Magnus van Rooyen of Terratest (Pty) Ltd.
The following standardised and accepted methods to determine the various aspects of
the study were used:
o Interrogation of various GIS datasets available from the South African National
Biodiversity Institute, Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife, etc.
o Field observations
No sampling of vegetation was conducted.

The single site visit is a limitation to the study as no provision is made for any plant species
that may not be clearly visible in different seasons. However, the presence of such species
are limited within the Savanna Biome so should not significantly compromise the findings
of the assessment.

5.
5.1

STUDY AREA
Extent of the study area

The Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs confirmed
during the Pre-application Meeting that as the majority of the pipeline will travel along existing
roads and tracks, the only section of the alignment that should be included in the Vegetation
Assessment is the “green fields” section (not following existing roads and tracks) of the
pipeline.
For the consideration of the vegetation component of the assessment, the study area is limited
to a 30m wide (15m either side of the centreline) “corridor” along the proposed “green fields”
pipeline alignment. The extent of the assessment is provided in the figure below.

41769/Phase 3 (Mzimela) KwaHlokohloko Water Supply Scheme/MVR/mvr
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“Green
fields”
section
of
the
pipeline alignment

Start point at
Reservoir 1-5

End point at
Reservoir 1-8

Figure 3: Location and extent of the study area, with the “green fields” section shown in green
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Figure 4: Extent of the 30m corridor along the “green fields” section of the pipeline applicable to the assessment
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5.2

Description of the study area

The following is a brief description of the physical conditions of the study area.
Topography and Drainage
The first section of the proposed pipeline alignment largely follows the alignment of existing
roads that travel along the bottom of a large valley created by the Mhlatuzana River. The
southern slopes of the valley are much steeper than the northern slopes. Near Mkhunyana
the central section of the pipeline still largely following roads, passes over these steep slopes
and cuts across the ridge in a southerly direction and into the Mlalazi River catchment. It then
travels in an easterly direction along roads roughly parallel to the ridge. Many small and very
seasonal streams are crossed along the way. The final short section is up a steep knoll where
Reservoir 1-8 will be located.
An indication of the topography of the study area is provided in Figure 5 below that is an extract
from the 1:50 000 Topographical Map Sheet 2831DC Blackburn (2011).
Landuse
The predominant landuse along the pipeline alignment is one of communal subsistence
agriculture in the form of small scale crop production and the grazing of livestock. A section
of the alignment travels through the Ongoye Forest Reserve which is a legislated protected
area, managed by Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife.
Soils
The soils in the area are weakly weathered with relatively high lime content consisting of
medium sandy clay loam derived from plinthic soils of the Longlands Form.
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R 1-7 Reservoir
Capacity: 640KL

R 1-8 Reservoir
Capacity: 4.3ML

R 1-6 Reservoir
Capacity: 300KL

Figure 5: View of the topography, drainage and landuse along the pipeline alignment
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Plate 1: View of the topography along the pipeline alignment, looking in a westerly direction, towards the start point
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Plate 2: View of the small scale subsistence agriculture that is practiced in the area
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Plate 3: View of the Zululand Lowveld (SVi23) vegetation type
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6.

EXPERTISE OF THE SPECIALIST

The curriculum vitae of the specialist, Mr Magnus van Rooyen is attached in Appendix A. In
brief, the specialist has the following expertise in the field of terrestrial and aquatic ecology:
Mr Magnus van Rooyen is a registered natural scientist with the South African Council of
Natural Scientific Professions (SACNASP) and holds a Master’s degree in Environmental
Management, a BSc Honours degree in Botany and a BSc degree in Botany and Zoology from
the University of Stellenbosch. Mr van Rooyen has in excess of 14 years’ experience in the
field of wetland and terrestrial ecological studies in Southern and Western Africa.

7.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The aim and objectives of this study is as follows:
Assessment of the vegetation:
•
•
•
•
•

8.

Identification of the veldt type that the project is located in;
Determination of the conservation status of this veldt type;
Identification of any threatened or endangered species that will be impacted by the
implementation and operation of the project;
Identification of the potential impacts on the vegetation communities associated with
the project; and
Provision of management and mitigation measures to alleviate the magnitude of these
impacts.

METHODOLOGIES

The following methodology was followed to conduct the assessment.
8.1

Desktop investigation

The desktop investigation made provision for the interrogation of various vegetation databases
to determine the veldt type(s) that the proposes pipeline alignment will cross. The databases
were also used to determine if there are any threatened or endangered ecosystems in the
vicinity or along the immediate alignment of the pipeline route.
8.2

Field investigation

The information gathered during the desktop investigation will be used to inform the field
investigation. The field investigation has a primary objective to verify the information gathered
during the desktop investigation based on physical observations. If it is found that the
vegetative status quo does not align with results of the desktop investigation then a description
of the vegetation will be based on the observations made in the field.
The presence of any potential species of concern will be identified and logged for
consideration for management during the construction and rehabilitation phases of the project.

41769/Phase 3 (Mzimela) KwaHlokohloko Water Supply Scheme/MVR/mvr
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8.3

Mapping

The mapping will be processed via various software platforms (Google Earth, ArcGIS, etc.)
based on their suitability. The field data capture with a handheld GPS will be downloaded for
use in the mapping software.
Drone footage of the pipeline alignment as well as conventional photographs will be used to
augment any mapping and reporting.

9.

RESULTS

The results presented below are based on the findings of the desktop investigation as well as
on the field investigations conducted for the Vegetation Assessment.
9.1

Desktop investigation

The National Landcover dataset (2014) indicates that the landcover along the alignment
consists of “grassland with small pockets of dense bush”.
The reference, Vegetation Types of South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland (Mucina and
Rutherford, 2006) classifies the veldt type along the “green fields” section of the alignment to
be Zululand Low (SVi23) vegetation type. This vegetation type consists of tall grassland with
sparsely scattered solitary trees and shrubs which form a mosaic with the typical savanna
thornveld, bushveld and thicket patches.
The Zululand Lowveld (SVi23) vegetation type consists of tall grasslands with sparsely
scattered solitary trees and shrubs which form a mosaic with the typical savanna thornveld,
bushveld and thicket patches.
The “green fields” section of the pipeline that is subject to this assessment travels through the
Ngoye Scarp Forest and Grasslands ecosystem. This ecosystem is classified as a critically
endangered ecosystem in terms of National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (Act
No. 10 of 2004). The KwaZulu-Natal Coastal Belt and the Zululand Lowveld vegetation types
are included in this ecosystem. The figure below indicates the extent of the alignment within
this ecosystem.
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Figure 6: Location of the “green fields” section of the alignment within the Ngoye Scarp Forest ecosystem (yellow shading)
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9.2

Field investigation

The field investigation was conducted on 23 February 2020 and consisted of a drive / walkover
of as much of the “green fields” section of the alignment as was considered to be accessible.
The walkover commenced at where the “green fields” section deviated from the existing track
at coordinate S 28º 49’ 46.12” E 31º 38’ 08.78” and ended at coordinate S 28º 49’ 49.67” E
31º 39’ 09.46” where the alignment meets up with the road alignment along the P240
Provincial Road. This section of pipeline is approximately 2km in length.
The section of the pipeline that travels from the starting point of the assessment to the first
watercourse crossing of the Mhlatuzana River (S 28º 49’ 38.64” E 31º 38’ 21.53”) crosses
vegetation dominated by grassland consisting of Aristida junciformis (Ngongoni Grass). No
stands of woody thickets will be impacted on by the pipeline alignment.
The alignment along this section follows a well-defined cattle path which shows existing signs
of erosion. The dominance of Aristida junciformis (Ngongoni Grass) is an indicator of a highly
overgrazed grassland subjected to high levels of indiscriminate burning practices in an attempt
to improve the palatability of the grass.

Plate 4: View of the existing erosion along the well-defined cattle path
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Plate 5: View of the “green fields” alignment (in red) to the first Mhlatuzana River crossing

Plate 6: View of the Aristida junciformis (Ngongoni Grass) along the alignment
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The section of the alignment from the first crossing of the Mhlatuzana River to where the
pipeline joins the P240 Provincial Road (S 28º 49’ 49.67” E 31º 39’ 09.46”) crosses very similar
vegetation as referred to above. The vegetation is dominated by Aristida junciformis
(Ngongoni Grass) that has similarly been overgrazed and over-burned. The alignment follows
an existing well-defined cattle path through the grassland.

Plate 7: View of the Aristida junciformis (Ngongoni Grass) along the alignment

Several stands of woody thickets are present along the alignment, but the pipeline will not
impact on these stands.
9.3

Mapping

The intention of the mapping associated with the assessment is to indicate any sensitive
vegetation communities that may be impacted upon by the implementation of the alignment.
The woody thickets along the pipeline alignment have been identified as remains of Scarp
Forest and a key component to the Ngoye Forest Grassland ecosystem. None of these stands
of woody thickets will be impacted upon by the implementation or operation of the pipeline
alignment.
The location of these woody thickets are shown in the figure below.
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Plate 8: View of the “green fields” alignment between the first crossing of the Mhlatuzana River to the P240 Provincial Road
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10.

BUFFER DETERMINATION

The stands of woody thickets (Scarp Forest Patches) that are present along the alignment
have been identified as sensitive vegetation communities. A buffer of 10m from the edge of
these thickets is therefore suggested. No part of the pipeline (during construction or
operations) will be allowed within this 10m buffer. The location and extent of the 10m buffer
is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 7: Location and extent of the Scarp Forest Patches (in red) along the alignment (in green) and the 10m buffer around these (in yellow)
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The impact assessment will make provision for the assessment of the following impacts:
•
•
•
•
•
10.1

No-go impacts;
Planning and design phase impacts;
Construction phase impacts;
Operational phase impacts; and
Decommissioning phase impacts.
No-go impacts

To contextualise the potential impacts of the project’s activities and associated infrastructure,
the existing impacts (or status quo) associated with current ecological conditions needs to be
described in terms of vegetation patterns, structure and composition. This baseline or status
quo should be used as the comparison against which the other project impacts are assessed.
The main issues identified with the existing impacts are:
•
•

The current vegetation condition on the site show relatively high levels of
transformation.
Left unmitigated, it is likely that large parts of the alignment will be dominated by
encroachment by indigenous, unpalatable grasses.

Since these existing impacts will continue even if the project is not implemented, they are
considered to be “no-go” impacts.
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Facility
footprint

Table 2: No-go / Existing impacts
Impact

Description

Loss
of
natural
vegetation

Vegetation is currently being impacted on by
a landuses that included communal
agriculture, grazing of communal livestock
and the implementation of civil infrastructure
The natural vegetative ecosystem and
functioning has been disrupted by the
impacts of communal agriculture, grazing of
communal livestock and the implementation
of communal infrastructure.

Disruption
of
ecosystem
function
and
process
Invasion of
alien
species

Areas that have been cleared for communal
agriculture, overgrazing by communal
livestock and the implementation of current
civil infrastructure.
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Nature of
the impact
No-go

Spatial
extent
Site

Duration

Probability

Magnitude

Significance

Long term

Definite

Moderate

Medium
negative

No-go

Site

Long term

Definite

Moderate

Medium
negative

No-go

Site

Long term

Definite

Moderate

Medium
negative
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10.2

Planning and design phase impacts

Activities associated with the design and pre-construction phase pertains mostly to a feasibility
assessment which is done mostly at a desktop level. In some cases, further site visits need
to take place, but the impacts of these visits are negligible, if any, e.g. photographs and field
surveys, etc.
For the purposes of this assessment, no impacts have been identified that are directly
associated with the project.
10.3

Construction phase impacts

This section will assess the impacts associated with the implementation of the proposed bulk
water pipeline. During the construction phase the implementation of the pipeline will require
the clearance of vegetation.
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Table 3: Construction phase impacts
Impact

Description

Loss
of
natural
vegetation

The implementation
of the pipeline will
require
the
clearance
of
indigenous
vegetation along the
construction
footprint.

Nature of
the
impact
Direct,
indirect
and
cumulative

Spatial
extent

Duration

Site
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Short term

Probability

Magnitude

Definite

Moderate

Significance Mitigation measures
premitigation
Medium
1. The
construction
negative
footprint must be
surveyed
and
clearly demarcated
before construction
is to commence.
2. No
construction
activities will be
allowed outside of
the
surveyed
construction
footprint.
3. Where vegetation
has been cleared,
site rehabilitation in
terms
of
soil
stabilisation and revegetation must be
undertaken.
4. Cleared vegetation
must not be piled on
top
of
natural
vegetation but must
be collected in a
temporary stockpile
on bare ground and
removed
to
a
municipal
landfill
site for disposal.

Significance
postmitigation
Low negative
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Impact

Description

Nature of
the
impact

Spatial
extent

Duration

Probability

Magnitude

Significance
premitigation

Mitigation measures

5.

6.

Loss
of
sensitive
species

No sensitive species
have been identified
along the alignment.
However, the woody
Scarp
Forest
Patches
are
considered to be
sensitive vegetation
communities

Direct,
indirect
and
cumulative

Site
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Short term

Definite

Moderate

Medium
negative

1.

2.

Alternatively,
cleared vegetation
may be mulched
and used as ground
cover
during
rehabilitation.
The
contractor’s
staff
may
not
harvest any natural
vegetation.
Search and rescue
must occur before
construction starts.
The search and
rescue must focus
on the removal and
replant
of
Aloe
species that occur
along the alignment.
Implementation of
a
10m
buffer
around each of the
Scarp
Forest
Patches.
These
Scarp
Forest
Patches
must
be
delineated by a
qualified botanist
with the 10m buffer

Significance
postmitigation

Low negative
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Impact

Increase
of
alien
vegetation

Description

All areas that are
cleared
for
construction
will
create
the
opportunity for alien
invasive
plant
species to settle on
these areas.

Nature of
the
impact

Direct,
indirect
and
cumulative

Spatial
extent

Duration

Site
and
local
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Medium
term

Probability

Possible

Magnitude

Moderate

Significance
premitigation

Medium
negative

Mitigation measures

clearly
demarcated by a
surveyor.
3. The demarcations
must stay in place
until
the
completion of the
rehabilitation
works
on
the
project.
1. The clearance of
vegetation must be
limited
to
the
surveyed
construction
footprint.
2. The
construction
footprint must be
subjected to regular
assessment for the
establishment
of
any alien invasive
species.
This
assessment must
form part of the
alien
invasive
management plan
that must be drawn
up for the project.

Significance
postmitigation

Low negative
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Impact

Description

Soil
erosion
and
increased
erosion
potential

The construction will
result
in
the
clearance
of
vegetation which will
lay bare soils that
are
highly
susceptible
to
erosion

Nature of
the
impact
Direct,
indirect
and
cumulative

Spatial
extent

Duration

Site
and
local
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Medium
term

Probability

Magnitude

Possible

Moderate

Significance Mitigation measures
premitigation
Medium
1. Ensure
that
negative
appropriate
stormwater
management
measures
implemented
during
the
construction
phase.
2. Ensure that all
sloped
pipeline
sections
are
provided
with
stormwater
diversion
measures.
3. Develop
and
implement
an
Erosion
Action
Plan (as part of the
Stormwater
Management Plan)
that
aims
to
monitor
and
respond to erosion
events.
4. Rehabilitate
disturbed areas as
soon as possible
after construction.

Significance
postmitigation
Low negative
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Impact

Description

Nature of
the
impact

Spatial
extent

Duration

Probability

Magnitude

Significance
premitigation

Mitigation measures

Significance
postmitigation

5. Regular monitoring
for erosion after
construction
to
ensure that no
erosion problems
have developed as
a result of the
disturbance.
6. All erosion issues
observed must be
rectified as soon as
possible, using the
appropriate
erosion
control
measures
and
vegetation
techniques.
7. All cleared areas
(not used for the
construction
footprint) must be
vegetated
with
indigenous
perennial shrubs
and grasses from
the local area.
Indigenous
vegetation
that
was
removed
during
the
vegetation
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Impact

Description

Nature of
the
impact

Spatial
extent

Duration

Probability

Magnitude

Significance
premitigation

Mitigation measures

Significance
postmitigation

clearance can be
used
as
soil
stabilisers
by
replanting them on
the cleared areas.
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10.4

Operational phase impacts

This phase assess the impacts associated with the operational phase of the pipeline. As the
pipeline is located underground, minimal operational impacts are anticipated.
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Table 4: Operational phase impacts
Impact

Description

Loss
of
natural
vegetation

There may be a
requirement to clear
vegetation
to
conduct
maintenance on any
leakages that may
occur during the
operation of the
pipeline.

Nature of
the
impact
Direct,
indirect
and
cumulative

Spatial
extent

Duration

Site
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Short term

Probability

Magnitude

Definite

Moderate

Significance Mitigation measures
premitigation
Low negative 1. The areas that are
to
be
cleared
during
the
maintenance
process must be
surveyed
and
clearly demarcated
before
any
clearance is to
occur.
2. The
operations
associated with the
maintenance
process must be
limited
to
the
demarcated area.
3. The construction
footprint must be
surveyed
and
clearly demarcated
before
construction is to
commence.
4. No maintenance
activities will be
allowed outside of
the
surveyed
footprint.

Significance
postmitigation
Low negative
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Impact

Description

Nature of
the
impact

Spatial
extent

Duration

Probability

Magnitude

Significance
premitigation

Mitigation measures

Significance
postmitigation

5. Where vegetation
has been cleared,
site rehabilitation
in terms of soil
stabilisation
and
re-vegetation must
be undertaken.
6. Cleared vegetation
must not be piled
on top of natural
vegetation
but
must be collected
in a temporary
stockpile on bare
ground
and
removed
to
a
municipal landfill
site for disposal.
7. The
contractor’s
staff
may
not
harvest any natural
vegetation.
8. Search and rescue
must occur before
any clearance of
vegetation
commences.
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10.5

Decommissioning phase impacts

As the pipeline is a bulk water supply pipeline to service the surrounding communities, the
pipeline will not be decommissioned. No impacts in this phase is therefore envisaged.

11.

MONITORING MEASURES

The implementation of the management and mitigation measures contained in the impact
assessment must be part of the monitoring brief of the Environmental Control Officer (ECO)
that must be appointed for the construction phase of the project. As such, these management
and mitigation measures must be included in the Environmental Management Programme
(EMPR) for the construction of the project.

12.

CONCLUSION

The assessment has focused on the section of the pipeline alignment that is considered to be
“green fields” in nature. The reference, Vegetation Types of South Africa, Lesotho and
Swaziland (Mucina and Rutherford, 2006) has classified the veldt type along the alignment as
Zululand Lowveld Vegetation (SVI 23).
In addition, the Zululand Lowveld Vegetation is included in the Savanna Biome as part of the
South African Biome Databased (2009) as well as, in the Ngoye Scarp Forest Grassland
ecosystem which is classified as a critically endangered ecosystem in terms of the National
Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (Act No. 10 of 2004).
No species of special concern were identified along the pipeline alignment. However, the
presence of Scarp Forest Patches along the alignment are considered to be sensitive
vegetation communities which must be protected by a 10m buffer. No construction or
construction related activities will be allowed within this buffer.
In general the vegetation present along the alignment of the proposed pipeline shows a
medium to high level of anthropogenic impacts as a result of communal agricultural practices,
grazing pressures by communal livestock and the indiscriminate burning practices to improve
the palatability of the grassland.
Considering the findings of the assessment it is the specialist’s opinion that there are no fatal
flaws related to the vegetation or the presence of specific vegetation communities along the
pipeline alignment with the implementation of the suggested buffer. As such, the specialist
can recommend that the project is authorised with the provision that the management,
mitigation and monitoring recommendations made in this report are included in the
authorisation.

13.
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CURRICULUM VITAE

MAGNUS VAN ROOYEN
Profession

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST

Position in Firm

Executive Associate

Area of
Specialisation

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS, SCOPING
REPORTS, PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT, MINING RIGHT AND PERMIT
APPLICATIONS, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OFFICER
DUTIES; ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMMES, STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENTS, WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT PLANS,
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS.
BSc, BSc (Hons), MPhil. (Environmental Management)

Qualifications
Years of
Experience

14

Years with Firm

13

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE
Mr Van Rooyen is currently an Executive Associate and the Regional Head of the Environmental Division
of a National Consulting Engineering Firm in South Africa. He is located in Pietermaritzburg, KwaZuluNatal.
In addition to holding a Masters degree in Environmental Management, he also holds a BSc degree in
Botany and Zoology, an Honors Degree in Botany and a Post Graduate Certificate in Education. He has
13 years’ experience in projects involving Environmental Impact Assessments in various developmental
sectors (Mining and Agricultural Sector, National Roads, Pipelines, Dams, and Residential
Developments), conducting of Specialist Biodiversity Assessments associated with Environmental
Impact Assessments and Project Feasibility Studies. He has experience in the compilation of
Resettlement Policy Framework Plans associated with infrastructure development projects. Mr van
Rooyen has experience in working on various private and public sectors as well as rural and urban
environments in various countries.
Mr Van Rooyen’s expertise lies within the mining sector where he has gained extensive exposure to all
the aspects of mining projects from the pre-feasibility, prospecting, environmental impact assessment
and implementation and monitoring stages. In addition, he has conducted Due Diligence Assessments
as well as Environmental Compliance Monitoring and Management of a variety of mining sites.
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EDUCATION
Date (from – to):

1995-1998

Degree/Institution:

BSc – Botany & Zoology (Stellenbosch University)

Date (from – to):

1999

Degree/Institution:

Special Student - Department of Agriculture (Stellenbosch
University)

Date (from – to):

2001

Degree/Institution:

B.Sc Honnours – Botany (Stellenbosch University )

Date (from – to):

2002

Degree/Institution:

Post Graduate Diploma in Teaching (Stellenbosch University)

Date (from – to)

2003 – 2005

Degree/Institution:

Masters Degree in Environmental Management (Stellenbosch
University)
2008 – 2009 Jeffares and Green Consulting Engineers and
Environmental Consultants Accelerated Development
Programme

Other Training:

2014: Wetland Delineation and Modeling Course – Rhodes
University
2015: Wetland Buffer Determination Course – Water Research
Commission

EMPLOYMENT RECORD
Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

1999
Witley Bay, Northumberland, United Kingdom
Marden Bridge Middle School
Physical Education Teacher
Physical Educator associated with the Marden Bridge Middle School Sport
Centre.

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2000
Bradenton, Florida, USA
Gene’s Citrus Ranch
Farm Manager
Management of the day to day operations of an export citrus farm

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2001 – 2002
Stellenbosch, Western Cape, South Africa
Paul Roos Gymnasium
Biology Teacher
Teaching the South African Biology curriculum to high school pupils.

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)

2002 – 2005
Stellenbosch, Western Cape, South Africa
Department of Botany and Zoology, Stellenbosch University
Junior Lecturer in Botany
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Description

Lectured the Botany practical component of the first-year Natural Science
Degree.

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2002 – 2005
Stellenbosch, Western Cape, South Africa
Department of Conservation Ecology, University of Stellenbosch
Biodiversity Researcher
Conducted field work, sampling, laboratory work and logistics associated with
two projects within the Conservation Ecology Department

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2006 – 2007
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Jeffares & Green (Pty) Ltd Consulting Engineers
Environmental Scientist
Conducted field work, complete Applications for Environmental Authorisation
(Basic Assessments and Full Scoping and EIAs)

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2007 – 2010
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Jeffares & Green (Pty) Ltd Consulting Engineers
Senior Environmental Scientist
Managing a team of scientists conducting field work, completing Applications
for Environmental Authorisation (Basic Assessments and Full Scoping and
EIAs)
Conducting specialist wetland, biodiversity and ecological assessments for a
range of infrastructure projects.

Date (from – to)
Location
Employer
Position(s)
Description

2011 – present
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
JG Afrika (Pty) Ltd (previously Jeffars & Green (Pty) Ltd)
Principal Environmental Consultant
Responsible for the management and operation of the Environmental
Business unit.
Conducting specialist wetland, biodiversity and ecological assessments for a
range of infrastructure projects.

SPECIFIC EXPERIENCE
Biodiversity and Wetland Assessment Projects
Name of Project:

Phalanndwa Coal Mine Biodiversity and Wetland Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

uKhozi Environmentalists
September 2017
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Application for Environmental Authorisation for the Phalanndwa Coal Mine
Expansion near Delmas.
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Name of Project:

Lephalale Coal Mine Biodiversity and Wetland Assessment

Client:

Kongiwe Environmental Consultants

Project duration/date:

April to August 2017

Job Title and Duties:

Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Application for Environmental Authorisation for the Lephalale Coal Mine
near Lephalale.

Name of Project:

Riversdale Coal Mine Wetland Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Nzingwe Consultancy
May 2017
Wetland Specialist
Undertaking the wetland specialist study in support of the Application for
Environmental Authorisation and the Water Use Licence Application for the
Riversdale Coal Mine near Vryheid.

Name of Project:

SAPPI Saiccor Wetland Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

WSP Environmental
August 2017
Wetland Specialist
Undertaking the wetland specialist study in support of the Application for
Environmental Authorisation for the construction of flood protection
measures associated with the SAPPI Saiccor Mill, uMkomaas.

Name of Project:

11th Avenue Interchange Wetland Assessment

Client:

WSP Environmental

Project duration/date:

September 2017

Job Title and Duties:

Wetland Specialist
Undertaking the wetland specialist study in support of the Application for
Environmental Authorisation for the construction of the 11th Avenue
Interchange, Durban

Name of Project:

SAPPI Saiccor Alien Invasive Plant – Risk Assessment

Client:

WSP Environmental

Project Duration/date:

July 2017

Job Title and Duties:

Vegetation Specialist
Undertaking of the risk assessment of the presence of various listed category
I and II alien invasive plant species on the SAPPI Saiccor Mill site, uMkomaas.
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Name of Project:

Uithoek Colliery Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Miranda Minerals
August 2008
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Uithoek Colliery,
Dundee.

Name of Project:

Burnside Colliery Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Miranda Minerals
July 2007
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Burnside Colliery,
Dundee.

Name of Project:

Ultimate Goal Colliery Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Ultimate Goal
June 2006
Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Ultimate Goal Colliery,
Dundee.

Name of Project:

Sesikhona Colliery Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Miranda Minerals
September 2008
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Sesikhona Colliery,
Dannhauser.

Name of Project:

Taylors Halt Quarry Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Canton Trading
May 2006
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Taylor Halt Quarry,
Pietermaritzburg.

Name of Project:

Ladysmith Quarry Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Afrimat
October 2011
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
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Undertaking the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Mining Right Application for the establishment of the Afrimat Quarry,
Ladysmith.
Name of Project:

uMtamvuna Quarry Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
January 2005
Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking the biodiversity specialist study in support of the Mining Right
Application for the establishment of the SANRAL Quarry, Kokstad.

Name of Project:

N3 – Epworth Road Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
September 2010
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N3 – Epworth Road Interchange, Pietermaritzburg

Name of Project:

N3 – Chota Motala Road Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
June 2009
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N3 – Chota Motala Road Interchange, Pietermaritzburg.

Name of Project:

N3 – Market Road Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
October 2016
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N3 – Market Road Interchange, Pietermaritzburg.

Name of Project:

N2 – uMgeni Road Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
June 2012
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N2 – uMgeni Road Interchange, Durban.

Name of Project:

N2 – Mt Edgecombe Interchange Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
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Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

December 2012
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
N2 – Mt Edgecombe Interchange, Durban.

Name of Project:

R30 Glen Lyon to Brandfort Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
June 2008
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
R30 between Glen Lyon and Brandfort.

Name of Project:

R30 Virginia to Beatrix Mine Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

South African National Roads Agency Limited
October 2008
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the upgrading of the
R30 between Virginia and Beatrix Mine.

Name of Project:

Nacala Dam rehabilitation Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Millennium Challenge Account - Mozambique
June 2010
Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Application for an Environmental Permit for the rehabilitation and raising
of the Nacala Dam, Mozambique.

Name of Project:

Bhangazi Community Tented Camp Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

Environmental Resources Management
March 2017
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the establishment of
the Bhangazi Community Tented Camp in the isiMangoliso Wetland Park,
St. Lucia.

Name of Project:

SAPPI Ngodwana Mill Expansion Wetland and Biodiversity Assessment

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

WSP Environmental
June 2010
Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of
the Application for Environmental Authorisation for the expansion of the
Ngodwana Mill, Waterval Boven.
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Name of Project:

ESKOM 22 kVA Lines Vegetation Assessments

Client:
Project duration/date:
Job Title and Duties:

ESKOM Soc
January 2015
Vegetation Specialist
Undertaking of vegetation assessments for the establishment of various
22kVA electrification lines in KwaZulu-Natal.

Name of Project:

Tombo to Mafini 300kVA Line Vegetation Assessments

Client:

ESKOM Soc

Project duration/date:

January 2014

Job Title and Duties:

Vegetation Specialist
Undertaking of vegetation assessment for the route alignment of the
300kVA high voltage electricity line from the Tombo Substation to Mafini,
Port St. Johns.

Name of Project:
Client:

Port St. Johns Water Treatment Works Wetland and Biodiversity
Assessment
Element Consulting Engineers

Project duration/date:

January 2014

Job Title and Duties:

Wetland and Biodiversity Specialist
Undertaking of the wetland and biodiversity specialist study in support of the
Application for Environmental Authorisation for the establishment of the
Port St. Johns Water Treatment Works, Port St. Johns.

CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Courses, Conferences & Workshops
2013 (September)
2014 (November)
2014 (September)
2014 (September)
2014 (September)
2015 (February)
2015 (April)
2016 (July)
2017 (February)
2017 (May)
2017 (May)
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- IAIAsa National Conference 2013
- New Techniques and Methods in EIA (Workshop)
- Wetland Identification and Delineation (Short Course)
- Wetland Modelling and Assessment (Short Course)
- Introduction to Wetland Rehabilitation (Short Course)
- 2014 EIA Regulations in Context (Seminar)
- Wetland Buffer Determination (Workshop)
- Department of Water Affairs c & i Training (Workshop)
- IAIAsa & EDTEA EIA Regulations Overview (Seminar)
- Legislative Amendments to the EIA Regulations (2014) (Training Course)
- Filtration & Drainage with Geosynthetics (Training Course)
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PERSONAL DETAILS
Nationality – South African
Date of Birth – 4 September 1976
Domicile – Wartburg, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Languages
Language
English
Afrikaans
German
Dutch
Zulu

reading
Excellent
Excellent
Fair
Fair
Poor

speaking
Excellent
Excellent
Fair
Fair
Communication

writing
Excellent
Excellent
Poor
Poor
Poor

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION AND SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP:
Professionally registered with the South African Council for Natural Scientific Professionals (SACNASP
Reg. No. 400335/11)
International Association of Impact Assessors – South Africa Suite, membership number 1839
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DETAILS OF SPECIALIST AND DECLARATION OF INTEREST
(For official use only)
File Reference Number:

DC/

NEAS Reference Number:
Date Received:

Application for an environmental authorisation in terms of section 24(2) of the National Environmental Management
Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998) or for a waste management licence in terms of section 20(b) of the National
Environmental Management: Waste Act, 2008 (Act No. 59 of 2008).,

PROJECT TITLE
VEGETATION ASSESSMENT ASSOCIATED WITH PHASE 3 (MZIMELA) THE
KWAHLOKOHLOKO RURAL WATER SUPPLY SCHEME IN KWAZULU-NATAL

Specialist:
Contact person:

Terrestrial Ecologist
Magnus van Rooyen

Postal address:

PO Box 794, Hilton

Postal code:

3245

Cell:

084 249 2365

Telephone:

033 343 6789

Fax:

033 343 6788

E-mail:

vanrooyenm@terratest.co.za

Professional
(if any)

affiliation(s) South African Council for Natural Scientific Professionals (Pr. Sci.Nat. 400335/11)
International Association of Impact Assessors (Membership No. 1839)

Project Consultant:
Contact person:
Postal address:
Postal code:

Terratest (Pty) Ltd
Liz Dralle
PO Box 794, Hilton
3245

Cell:

Telephone:

033 343 6789

Fax:

033 343 6788

E-mail:

4.2
I,

drallel@terratest.co.za

The specialist appointed in terms of the Regulations_

Magnus van Rooyen

, declare that --

General declaration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

I act as the independent specialist in this application;
do not have and will not have any vested interest (either business, financial, personal or other) in the undertaking
of the proposed activity, other than remuneration for work performed in terms of the Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations, 2014;
I will perform the work relating to the application in an objective manner, even if this results in views and findings
that are not favourable to the applicant;
I declare that there are no circumstances that may compromise my objectivity in performing such work;
I have expertise in conducting the specialist report relevant to this application, including knowledge of the Act,
regulations and any guidelines that have relevance to the proposed activity;
I will comply with the Act, regulations and all other applicable legislation;
I have no, and will not engage in, conflicting interests in the undertaking of the activity;
I undertake to disclose to the applicant and the competent authority all material information in my possession that
reasonably has or may have the potential of influencing - any decision to be taken with respect to the application
by the competent authority; and - the objectivity of any report, plan or document to be prepared by myself for
submission to the competent authority;
all the particulars furnished by me in this form are true and correct; and
I am aware that a person is guilty of an offence in terms of Regulation 48 (1) of the EIA Regulations, 2014, if that
person provides incorrect or misleading information. A person who is convicted of an offence in terms of subregulation 48(1) (a)-(e) is liable to the penalties as contemplated in section 49B(1) of the National Environmental
Management Act, 1998 (Act 107 of 1998).

Signature of the specialist:

Terratest (Pty) Ltd
Name of company (if applicable):

5 March 2020
Date:
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
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IMPACT IDENTIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND ASSESSMENT
Likely impacts associated with the proposed development have been identified through the
undertaking of site visits, consultation of published information and independent assessment by
the Environmental Project Team. Impacts have also been identified by the specialist
assessments undertaken.
Methodology
Impacts identified were assessed according to the criteria outlined below. Each impact was
ranked according to extent, duration, magnitude and probability. These criteria are based on the
Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEAT) (now the Department of
Environmental Affairs) Guideline Document to the EIA Regulations(1998). A significance rating
was calculated as per the methodology outlined below. Where possible, mitigatory measures
were recommended for the impacts identified.
(a) Status of the Impact
The impacts were assessed as having either a:
•
•
•

Negative effect (i.e. at a cost to the environment);
Positive effect (i.e. a benefit to the environment); or
Neutral effect on the environment.

(b) Extent of the Impact
The extent of each impact was rated as being one of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

(1) Site - within the boundaries of the development site;
(2) Local - the area within 5 km of the site;
(3) Municipal - the Makana Local Municipality;
(4) Regional - The Eastern Cape Province;
(5) National – South Africa; or
(6) International – Southern Africa.

(c) Duration of the Impact
The duration of each impact was rated as being one of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

(1) Immediate - > 1 year;
(2) Short term – 1 – 5 years;
(3) Medium term – 6 – 15 years;
(4) Long Term – the impact will cease when the operation stops; and
(5) Permanent – no mitigation measure will reduce the impact after construction.

(d) Magnitude of the Impact
The intensity or severity of each impact was rated as being one of the following:
•
•
•
•

(0) None – where the aspect will have no impact on the environment’
(2) Minor – where the impact affects the environment in such a way that natural, cultural
and social functions / processes are not affected;
(4) Low – where the impact affects the environment in such a way that the natural, cultural
and social functions / processes are slightly affected;
(6) Moderate – where the affected environment is altered but natural, cultural and social
functions / processes continue, albeit in a modified way;
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•
•

(8) High – natural, cultural or social functions / processes are altered to the extent that
they will temporarily cease; or
(10) Very high / unknown – natural, cultural or social functions / processes are altered to
the extent that they will permanently cease.

(e) Probability of Occurrence
The likelihood of the impact actually occurring is indicated as either:
•
•
•
•
•
•

(0) None – the impact will not occur;
(1) Improbable – the possibility of the impact materialising is very low as a result of design,
historic experience or implementation of adequate corrective actions;
(2) Low – there is a probability that the impact will occur;
(3) Medium – the impact may occur;
(4) High – it is most likely that the impact will occur; or
(5) Definite / unknown – the impact will occur regardless of the implementation of any
prevention or corrective actions, or it is not known what the probability will be, based on
a lack of published information.

(f) Significance of the Impact
Based on the information contained in the points above, the potential impacts have been
assigned a significance weighting (S). This weighting is formulated by adding the sum of the
numbers assigned to extent (E), duration (D) and magnitude (M) and multiplying this sum by the
probability (P) of the impact.
S = (E+D+M)*P
The significance weightings are ranked as:
•
•
•
•

(< 30) Low – the impact would not have a direct influence on the decision to develop in
the area;
(30 – 60) Medium – the impact could influence the decision to develop in the area unless
it is effectively
managed / mitigated; and
(> 60) High - the impact must have an influence on the decision-making process for
development in the area.
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